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APRIL TERM S. J. COURT

E U S BOWLERS
SWAMP CAPT. FARMER’S
PIN PICKERS

We are informed by Michael M.
BOWLERS GUESTS Clark,
Clerk of Courts, that the April
term of the Supreme Judicial Court,
OF PRESQUE ISLEat Houlton, is scheduled to open on
a

PAST MASTER’S NIGHT
The annual Past Masters night of
Monument Lodge No. 96 F. & A. M.
was held on Wednesday with a large

No. 10

QUARTERLY MEETING
OF THE UNITED
BAPTIST ASSOCIATION

CHAUTAUQUA
PROGRAM

Beginning Wednesday afternoon
April 19th, Patriots Day, and that by a en( anceandf continuing through Thursday, the
virtue of R. S. Chap. 82, Sec. 52 no
Two candidates received the M. M.
United Baptist churches of South
court can be held on that day, there- degree worked by the following
Aroostook will meet with the First
fore the following day “ Shall be officers, most of whom were Past
Baptist church for their Quarterly
deemed the first day of the term for Masters
Meeting. The missionary responsi
all purposes.”
bility of our churches will be present
Past Master B. Archibald W. M.
Under Supreme Court Rule 46 the
ed Wednesday afternoon in sermons
Past Master A. O. Putnam S. W.
second day of the term, which will
and open discussion by different
Past Master N. Tompkins J. W.
A male quartette is always interest pastors. The Young People’s work
Thirty-four years ago an absent be Thursday, April 21st, will be the
Past Master Jas. Archibald S. D.
ing. The “ Syracuse Varsity” boys will be the topic for the evening ser
minded creator brought great joy to day for hearing Naturalization cases,
Past Master Chas. H. Fogg J. D.
will informally lead the way in an vice. The presidents of several C. E.
our family in the form of a child, at nine o’clock A. M.
Past Master Geo. A. Gorham S. S. evening of rollicking music—College Societies will give brief talks which
endowed with a very peculiar type of
Civil actions to be tried before the
Geo. S. Gentle J. S.
songs, new and old; favorite songs of will be followed by an address.
beauty, me! Since that day, which |jurv wju |)e jn order for trial Friday
S. R. Parks, Chap.
Yesterday, and gay snatches of popu
is under-lined in red injt in Redpath’s i morning, April 22nd, at nine o ’clock
Thursday morning there will be a
T. V. Holdaway, Marsh.
lar melodies with a harmonious stage Woman’s Missionary hour, the minis
history of Linneus, we have had some j ^ jvt.
Score:
Hazen Nevers, Secy. •
setting, make this evening with the ter’s conference and a discussion of
splendid sensations and surprises, but I Grand Jurors will be notified to at*
Farmer’s
W.
B.
Clark,
Treas.
College Boys one
of
there
isn’t
anything
quite
so
satisfyWednesday,
April
20th,
at
ten
particular j local church problems. The after
252 84
82 83 87
Ricbie
ing
and
thrilling
as
being
met
at
the
1
0-c.i0ck
A.
M.
Traverse
Jurors
to
atFollowing
the
work
refreshments
Pleasure.
noon service will consider the general
75
2-3
227
76 78 73
Crosby
station
by
a
brass
band.
tend
Thursday.
April
21st.
at
Strickland
Gillilan,
the
best
known
subjest
of evangelism and there will
two
were
served
and
a
Victrola
concert
87
2-3
263
95
77 91
Millar
lecture-humorist
in
the
country,
will
!
be
several
sermons along this line,
was
given
by
A.
E.
Astle.
That’
s
what
happened
to
about
j
o’clock
P.
M.
78
1-3
235
85
76
74
DeWitt
produce
laughter
wholesale
by
his
|
Rev.
Margaret
Koch and Rev. W. P.
-----------------247 82 1-3 /twenty-five of us Dux when we de82 82 83
Farmer
Lecture
“Just
Among
Ourselves.’’
Richardson
of
Island
Falls will preach
trained
at
Presque
Isle.
Friday,
to
265 88 2-3
FAIR ASSN. ANNOUNCES
TWO RECORD COWS
83 81 102
Louie
“ Striek” as he is familiarly known, j at the closing service in the evening,
bowl the boys of the Mooseleuk Club.
STAKE RACING PROGRAM
OWNED BY HOULTON MAN has been writing stories and verses' This group of churches comprise
And it was a Mooseleuk band, too, or
474 491 525 1490
Houlton
Fair
In
the
latest “ Reported Tests of for the leading magazines and new s-, about 1600 resident members and
at least 19 were and the 20th had
Elks
There
will
he
five
stake
races
given
Holstein-Friesian
Cows,’’ published hi- papers ever since he was able to gave over $6000 last year for benevo271 90 1-3 belonged to the club, but resigned
88 91 92
Hrvin
when
they
voted
to
admit
Leon
Howe
j
the
Houlton
Fair
on
August
30,
31,
weekly
by
Malcolm
H. Gardner, walk. He is a sure cure for the blues. . lences. The public are cordially invit232 77 1-3
72 79 81
Green
and
Joe
Hedrich.
It
was
a
corking
I
September
1
and
2.
2.17
Trot
and
Delavan,
Wis.,
Superintendent
of
Brush the Great, the wizard of i ed to attend all of these meetings.
256 85 1-3
86 87 83
Anderson
band.
Everyone
had
an
instrument'
Pace;
2.20
Trot
and
Pace;
2.30
Trot.
Advanced
Registry
of
the
Holsteinmagic
art, with his big show of illu-j
____________
320
106
2-3
111 110 99
Stone
and
when
they
played,
about
everyone
j
Merchant
stake;
2.28
Trot;
2.30
Pace,
Friesian
Association
of
America,
the
sions
and
surprises,
is
the
joy
of
Mrs.
Chas.
P. Barnes is in Augusta
81
2-3
245
83
85 77
Nickerson
Summit Lumber Co., of Davidson,children, and the puzzleof grown-ups.
where she is spending a few days
268 89 1-3 would work on the same tune, that is, [ all $500 purses.
88 94 86
Denphy
There will also be six other classes Maine, have two of their
pure-bred He makes you laugh and then makes with herhusband Sneaker Chas P
all but Frank Hayes. The only thing
to
be
named
later
and
the
Chamber
registered
Holsteins
listed.
you think, and then makes you laugh , Barnes.
he
could
seem
to
coax
out
that
old
530 538 524 1692
One cow. Marion Clover Blossom ' again.
;
____________
bass-horn was, “ Nellie was-as a ladie of Commerce Free for Ail with a
purse of $1200.
3rd, is reported as having made at the
The International Concert Party is I Ifftflt TO N TH AM BFR
but last night she dyed.”
■DALS FOR B. ft A.
Entries close June 1st with pay- . age of five years and ten months, a aquartette of gifted musicians who j
LIlAillBElt
We paraded down Main street
OF COMMERCE
SERVICE MEN escorted by about 150 of Mooseleuk- ment of 2 per cent. ($10) when record of 645.3 lbs. of milk and represent Sweden. Canada, Ireland i
horses
must
be
eligible.
Horses
to
23.546
lbs.
of
butter
fat
in
seven
days,
and
the
United
States.
Mother
Lake,
|
The
new
directors
of the Houlton
Bronze m oduli have been presented ers. Mitchell and Fullerton were at
be
named
July
14,
with
balance
of
j
equivalent
to
29.43
lbs.
of
butter,
the
beloved
lady
who
knows
more
;
Chamber
of
Commerce
held a meetthe
head
of
the
procession,
closely
t o President Percy R. Todd and the
entry
1
per
cent.
($5).
I
Her
record
for
thirty
days
is
2602.0
about
children
than
she
does
about
jng
on
Monday
evening
for the elecflanked
by
the
police
department.
An
beard o f directors o f the angor ft
Nominations transferable up to lbs. of milk and 89.487 lbs. of butter grown-ups. will give her lecture full : tion of officers for the ensuing year,
Aroostook railroad to the men in the old lady from Chapman plantation,
fat, equivalent to 111.85 lbs. of butter, of heart-appeal, “ The Divine Rights j The Treasurer and Secretary were
railroad employ who entered the ser when the above mentioned pair July 14.
All entries not declared out in The other cow, Beyta
Korndyke of the Child.’’ The Arion Concert n0( members
of the Board
but are
vice in the wo-*d war. Sixty-two men marched by, was heard to remark.
writing
by
date
of
final
payment
will
Betts
De
Kol,
is
reported
as
having
Company
will
surprise
you
by
a
novelthe
same
as
last
vear
and
the
list is
“
There
go
the
two
miscreants
who
in Bangor an^ •long the line received
be
held
for
full
three
per
cent.
made
at
the
age
of
four
years
and
ty
in
every
feature.
Hear
Winslow
as
follows:
chloroformed
Allen
Ward”
!
!
the medals, which are of handsome
Time allowance must be claimed at nine months, a record of 525.9 lbs. ofRouse,
the boy-soprano. He sings.
President.
Frank A Peabody
The writer was the recipient of
and approprlata design.
milk and 20.366 lbs. of butter fat in
And, speaking of novelties, “ Prin- y jce p res.,
A. J. Saunders
The follow ing letter o f presentation many admiring glances from females time of making entry.
Entrance Fee 3 per cent. 7 per cent, seven days, equivalent to 25.45 lbs. of cess Naeoomee” presents a distinctly Secretary
Chas H. Fogg
accompanied the gifts o f each man: on the side lines as he walked -proudly
butter. Her record for thirty days is novel Indian Company. These real Treasurer,
Arthur O Putnam
March 2, 1921. down the street with big Albert Joy, additional from winners.
Northern
Maine
Fair
2158.3
lbs.
of
milk
and
83.034
lbs.
of
“
red-skins”
will
sing
and
play,
and
The
full
board
now
consists of the
the
guy
who
runs
the
“
Merchant’s
T o ex-service men employed by the
Purses and stakes aggregating $8.- butter fat, equivalent to 103.792 lbs. tell honest-to-goodness stories present- above and Jason Hassel Fred L. Put^
Trusting Bank,” and who will some
Bangor ft Aroostook railroad:
of butter.
ing a true picture of Indian life in nam, Fred E. Hall, A. G. Munro*
It is with deep regret as a citizen of day own it unless the bank examiners 800 for four days’ racing in connecTests of this kind are supervised by music and legend. Chief Tahan has Frank P. Clark, L. S. Purington. T.
often.
Although naturally tion with the Northern Maine Fair at
this country that I feel that the les c o m e
sens that we should have learned from modest whenever, as often happens, I Presque Isle. Sept. 6, 7, 8 and 9 are one or more representatives from the something to tell you which rivals y Holdaway.
The members talked
over
many
the world war in which you took an am the cynosure of feminine orbs, my announced by R. J. Smith, the veteran Dairy Division of the College of Agri-the most thrilling fiction, in his “ Up
superintendent
of
racing,
who
tops
off
culture,
present
at
each
feeding
and
from
Savagery.’
’
matters
of
interest
and
the
meeting
waist
band
swelled
with
pride
until
active part are speedily being for
The “ New Englanders,” headed by lasted until a late hour, and Houlton
gotten by a great body o f the people it resembled Ralph Hardy’s or Ed the list with a $1,500 Merchants’ and milking, to weigh the milk and test
free-for-all it for butter fat content. A duplicate Miss Anna Eichhorn, among the best cau be assured of a “ live wire’’ board
o f this country. To the minds of Wilkin’s, until I overheard a woman Manufacturers’ purse for
sample of this milk is forwarded to violinistesin the East, wyi present a
f0r the ensuing year,
many this tremendous event is almost say. “ That little fellow with the point- pacers. The racing is in coneetion
with
the
new
Maine
and
New
Brunsthe
State
College,
where
careful
delightful
program
of
vocal
and
injf any citizen hasat any time mat
a thing o f the past*, and In the minds ed chin and unnatural nose must be
record
is
struinental
music,
with
readings,
and
ters
which lhey would like to haTO
Albert’s
little
boy.”
I
walked
behind
I
wick
circuit.
check
is
made
before
the
o f seme, at least, the services render
special unique costume features,
brought before the board they will be
ed t o our soldiers and sailors are Hassell after that. I’d rather be j Six stakes, each valued at $800. and reported.
—---------------one especially pleasing. "The Girls gladly welcomed at any meeting, the
already forgotten. But to show that Jason’s chore boy than Joy’s heir |five class race, with purses of $500
! each, complete the Northern Maine
of Different Periods.”
regular session being the first Mon*
this Is not true o f all I take pleasure apparent.
HON.
JAMES
L.
DOHERTY
The parade ended at the club rooms i Fair’s program and it is expected to
The Lumberjack orator. Sherman day 0f each month at the office of the
In presenting you with the enclosed
The many Houlton friends of
Rogers, who is a recognized authority president.
medal aa a slight recognization of the where we submitted to another opera-1attract the greatest hunch of trotting
James
L. Doherty, a native of Houl- on c-a.pitul and labor problems, will
i and pacing stars ever assembled in
pert you took in the war and hope tion by the band.
The first bowling match of the day , Maine’ s famous potato belt,
ton. were sorry to learn of his death ; deliver his stirring lecture, “Quit
yon will always retain it as an expres
POTATOES
sion o f appreciation and good will started at 3.30. Five strings were J The early closing events, each which occurred at his home in Spring- Passing the Buck.’’ Mr. Rogers is a
The potato market is a little better,
Mass, on Thursday last alter an contributor to the editorial sections buyers are offering $1.35 for Green
from the directors of this company rolled, P. I. winning four and the pin- worth $800, are:
fall by 70 pins. Hardy was high man
2.12 trot and pace, 2.15 trot and
, of the Outlook and the Saturday Eveend myself.
Mountains, although the roads are
. . . .
, .
with the nice average of 96. Bridg- pace. 2.18 trot, 2.19 trot and pace. 2.25 illness of some duration trom stomach ning
Post and is consulted frequently
Yours very truly,
getting hard, there are quite a few
ham cast most of the radiance for trot and pare. The five class events, troubh
by capitalistic pwers. as well as by
Percy R. Todd,
offerings.
born
in the great mass of the laboring class.
James L Dohertv was
President. the Dux. averaging 93 and getting ! each for apurse of $5<m. are: 2.17 trot
The Produce News says:
high single. 114. Jimmy Nason start- and pace. 2 21 trot and pace. 2.25 Canterbury. N. B., March 24, 1865, He is a ‘‘stand-patter” for Justice
For the first time in two months
ed strong but too many nights in pace. 2.25 trot and three year end ami
justice for both labor and capital.
moving to Houlton when a small boy.
there
is a slight improvement in
COUNTY FORD DEALERS
Debec’s red light district has hurt his under trot. The 12th event on the
Perhaps the most elaborate event of
prices, but the volume of the demand
he attended the town school, graduat
program is the
M. and M. treethe well-filled days will In the pre
AT BIG MEETING IN HOULTON staying qualities.
lias not expanded to any extent. The
One of the finest suppers in the tor-all. In the early (losers nomina- ing from Bicker in 1Ssr» and entered sentation of the big Broadway comedy
At the Ford dealers get-to-gether
recent thaw is said to have curtailed
history of the human race was served tions will close on May 1 Horses to Bowdoiri. graduating from this insti “ The Cinderella .Man” originally pre
shipments as potatoes that are pitted
meeting held in Houlton Tuesday. in the club rooms at 6.30. And. Aunt he named on July 1 The class races
tution in 1Ss<» and then took up the sented by Henry .Miller at the Henry in the fields are difficult to reach now
Mar. 1st, Manager Jones of the Kitty! aren’t those Presque Isle ladies will d o s e Sept. 2. Entries fee will )>*■
Miller Theatre. New York. Here will
s t u d > o! Paw in the office of Madigan
with wagons, and canot be hauled to
three per cent, in both stake and class
lie a sure-fire play, acted by a cast of
Cambridge. Mass, piani paid a fine easy to look at! !
railroad
stations. Merchants here are
w
Madigan,
being
admitted
to
the
Bar
.Yew York Professionals, and beaded
tribute to the local distributors
They took poor Bernard Archibald e\ ent s and I lie a d <1it ion a 1 deduction
con, plaining bitterly of the high
in
i
s!*]
lie
located
in
Old
Town
where
from
money
winners
will
be
seven
per
by Miss Mildred Davis and John Ryan,
Berry ft Benn, when he said that and Bill McGary right off their feet
freight rates on potatoes, which near
lie practiced, later going to Spring- two of Broadway's favorite players,
“the Ford Motor Co. have been hold- Bernard would fasten his oculars on cent,
ly eat u > the entire proceeds of the
ing these get-together meetings of a little white aproned brunette and
tie Id when he has since resided and These actors wen* hired (‘specially tor sale at tae present low prices. This
Ford dealers throughout New England : watch her twice around the room,
this production and will render the
HOME NURSING C U S S
took an active part in the affairs of
would not be felt so much if prices
play complete with special scenery
for the past three weeks, but for show j without throwing his neck into reThrough tin* efforts and under the his city and state.
were higher. A bag of Maine pota
He was City
and effects.
’Tis said that this
rooms. equipment and system, Berry j verse, just as an old owl will twist
toes, weighing 165 lbs., which is now
instruction of Miss Clack, the school Solicitor of Springfield 1910-1912,
a
ft Benn have the best of any yet visit-j his head when you walk around his
feature is worth the price of several
selling at $2(0)2.25 on the wholesale
nurse, a class of High School girls director of the Boston and .Maine Rail season tickets.
ed.”
j tree. McGary showed about as much
market, is subject to a freight cost of
With the dealers, over 30, were sev -! interest as Bernard but seemed to have started a course which is prov road and Chairman of the five Federal
And a series of Jov-Days for the
$1.35,
the bag cost 25c, the cartage at
Trustees of the New Haven stock
e n ! officials of the Ford Motor Com- j have more self restraint. Still no one ing to he veryinteresting as well as
Junior Chautauquans!
Days filled
this end 12^c, while the commission
interests in the Boston and Maine
with happy "good times,” from the
pany including Mr. Essllnger, Mr. I jn our crowd would ever accuse Mrs. 1instructive to all concerned,including
Railroad. He was a Director of the "Pied-Piper's P-Raid” to the “ Jolly’’ i man gets 8c for selling and financing.
Cook and Mr. Webster.
j McG., of incurring needless expense
jjfi
her.
Thus it costs $1.80 to bring a bag of
Chicopee National Bank and Trustee
These officials made several in- jf she should insist on accompanyPagent. New stories and games; a|
potatoes from Maine and sell it on
On four afternoons a week Miss of the Springfield Ins. for Savings in
form al talks during the day and one ing BUI in his future excursions to
picnic and a Stunt-party, and the j
Clack meets the girls at the Red Springfield, and during the war was real fun of becoming “ honor citizens” the New York market, and with
o f the features of the meeting was j Presque Isle.
Cobblers selling today at $2.25 and
the showing of moving pictures of j But, seriously speaking, it is a Cross rooms where they are instruct Chairman of the District exemption of the Junior Community. Oh! “ It’s
Green Mountain at $2.75, giving the
hoard.
the Ford plant. One of the officials ; lementable fact that every member of ed in the physical culture relata grand and glorious feelin’ ” a s !
grower for his potatoes and work,
An overseer of Bowdoin College, he
brought out the fact that H enry! the Mooseleuk club seems to have j
to children.
There are now took a deep interest in all of its activi Harry Lauder would chuckle, to be j 45c for 2% bu. of Cobblers, and 95c
Ford had been experimenting for 15 ' been able to persuade one or more 1
a Joyous Junior for Chautauqua’s I
for the same quantity of Green Moun
years in perfecting the tractor, i handsome women to marry and help twenty-five’ girls in the class and with ties and seldom missed any Com-! jolly days!
1tains. For several weeks past these
the
assistance
of
a
number
of
mencements
or
reunions
of
his
class.
{
Fordson .and had spent $2,000,000 in |support him. A matrimonial bureau
We haven't space to tell you all |
potatoes were selling1 at about the
Mr. Doherty was a self made man
the work. It was also brought out |c0Uld out ponzi Ponzi if they could merchants they have plenty to work
about the big program, but we can
with.
Dunn
Furniture
Co.
have
loanin
every
respect.
He
worked
his
way
^
^
ever
da
will
be
a
'
C0S*
°*
and’ Incidental market
that 165,000 o f the 350,000 tractors ever find out the line of argument
ed them beds, Frank P. Berry bedding through school and college and after aa8U**e y°,U , &
. J
^ a , ing expenses. State potatoes are arwere Ford ton’s.
*
which Loane, Franklyn, Stevens or
big day. and worth seeing and hear
riving more freely and sold at $2.50@
several being admitted to the Bar gradually
The out o f town dealers were Jacques put up when they persuaded and Hatheway Drug Co
ing.
2.60 on the 165 lb. bags, while the 10
articles
to
use
in
the
demonstrations
worked
his
way
up
the
ladder
of
gueeta o f the Ford Motor Co. at the j their wives to throw themselves
peck bags ranged from $2@2.25.
and
this
week
“
Mary
Jane.”
a
full
success
until
he
reached
a
very
high
Snell House for dinner, the Messrs, j away.
HOULTON
MUSIC
CLUB
Some bulk stock at the yards sold at
sized
doll
completely
outfitted
will
standing
in
the
community
and
state
H erder serving a most excellent re- j Even staid old “ Pa” Lunt, his eyes
$3@3.25 on 180 lbs. of Maine, and
arrive from Augusta, being loaned by in which he resided, being held in
The Houlton Music Club spent
past.
brimming with tears and mouth with
the
Department
of
Health
for
the
high
esteem
by
all
whom
he
knew
or
very enjoyable evening at the home W-W02.75 on State potatoes
Among those present were A. E. Washington pie, was overhear ! to
Webber, Danforth; Stetson H. Hussey remark to a waitress,—“ If you’ll purpose of showing the class just how came in contact with him. and he will of its founder. Miss Mary Burpee,
CONG. HERSEY REPORTS
M an H ill; Jerry Smith. Caribou; Dr. promlge to be a half sister to me. I'll »he should be eared (or.
1„- greatly missed.
Court street, on Thursday, March 3.
ON POST OFFICE CLOSING
Parnham, Patten: Mr. Clark. Presque ! qu,t the Houlton Times and come upi
The work ,aW Hul romposes a
In Oct. 189r, he was married to .Miss
There was a large attendance and
March 4, 1921.
Isle; and representatives from the , here as office boy for the Star-Herald." I <0,"rs'! at th<! eml of whi,'h tho8° H,‘ rrlet Ma<«»«1" aml h(‘sill" s " ,!i
Port Kent Motor Co. and Ashland. At 7.30 we undertook the tmpos- j tak,nK the tul1 coura(! wln
" l! lf,“ v" 8 l" mo" r" " is l,,ss' it11 were delighted to see present Mrs. Charles H. Fogg, Sec.
Oarage Co.
•
j Bible; that is we tried to defeat th e !*0 8ubm' t t0 an “ “ mination and if two sons. James in the Banking bush M. L. Buck, pianist, who came as Houlton Chamber of Commerce
------------------|“ big five” on their own alleys with , satisfactory they will receive certili- ness in Springfield, and Louis, a accompanist for her niece. Miss Houlton, Maine.
cates, and It may be arranged so that student at Harvard Law School, hav- Barrett.
Dear Charles:
TOWN MEETING CANDIDATES j at least a half dozen Mooseleuk mem-1they
can
get
credit
for
something
on
ing
graduated
also
from
Bowdoin.
He
Miss
Burpee
was
chairman
of
the
j have just received the attached!
bers watching every figure our scorer!
As far as can b© learned at the ^put down
their regular total rank in school.
also leaves two sisters, Mrs. Wilbur program and her thorough knowledge letter from Secretary Moyle of the
This is a fine thing for the girls Bither of Linneus and Miss Jennie of her subject, “ Shakespeare in Treasury Department and it is about!
p m e n t time the candidates for the
The flrst str|ng was a hummer and
office of Selectmen atthe anualTown j Wftg won by p 1 witlT a ""four*
~pin 1antl under the excellent instruction of Doherty of this town, and three broth- Music.” together with the careful ar- such a repiy as I had expected, but I
Mooting next Monday,March 14, are margln
RalphW ood’s
smashb a ll' Miss Clack cannot helP but be a very ers, John of New Limerick, Thos. and rangement of every detail and the want to assure you and the patrons
as follow s:
Fred of Houlton.
pleasing execution of every number, 0f Hie Houlton post office that wa
rippled up 122 pins in this stanza valuable part of school work.
P in t M tctm a a . Robert M. Law lls,, wit„ yonng Jtm Mo|r breezlng along
____________
The funeral was held from his late made the evening one long to be re- (jQ not intend to let the matter rest
A. B. Astle
“ Mont’ ’ Gerow, the popular driver, bome ° n Saturday and interment was membered.
, there, but as soon as the new adminiswith 110.
8econd Selectman, Howard Webb,
who
has
been
connected
with
the
made
at
Springfield.
-----------------tration gets settled down which id
We were glad to see Judge Wood
W. R. Yerxa.
Reed
Stables
at
Ft.
Fairfield,
Me.
for
-----------------Mr.
L.
Mulkern
Dist.
Freight
Agent
coming
in this noon the matter will
get the silk shirt which was offered
Third Selectman, A. E. Carter, E . for hJgh slngle. It must be mJghty the past 14 years, has accepted a
G. H. Page, one of the prominent and Jas. Burke, Traveling Freight be taken up and I expect favorable*
B. Leighton
hard for a Democrat lawyer to own position on the Newport, Vt. stock i business men of Fort Kent, was in i Agent, both of the St. John office of results,
Mr. W ebb end Mr. Carter are mem
farm and has already left for that town Monday and Tuesday, the guest I the Canadian Pacific railway, were
Sincerely yours,
bora o f the present board.
place to assume his duties.
of Mr. and Mrs. William C. Donell.
in town Tuesday on business.
(Continued on page 5)
IRA G. HERSBY*
The Elks bowling team played
return match against Capt. Parmer s
picked team Thursday evening, Mar
3d, on the S. A. alleys, the result beIn* that when they lett, Capt. Farmer
and his crew were trying to dig them
selves out from under the avalanche
of 109 of the “ skinny sticks” which
covered them.
“ Stoney” was the hero of the Elks
with the splendid total of 320.
Srvin and Dunphy following with
good averages.
The match was watched with inter
est by a large crowd.

R oyally Entertained by
Mooseleuk Club of
that Town

A Fine List of Entertainers
for this Summer’s
Progran

J
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On the tariff issue Canada i s
In all municipalities sentiment to- quired what his fellow traveler’s busiThe only way to live happily is to
roughly divided east and west. The day, more characteristically than ever ness was.
size
up one's means, and live within BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
industrialinterests,
which are cen before, is against expenditure of the
Being informed that he was a newsT IM E
TABLE
tered in the East, are strongly pro taxpayers’ money for any but the most paper man, he began to tell about the them. Going in debt for things that
Corrected to Jan. 12, 1921
tectionist.
The agricultural areas of essential purposes, the public health papers issued in his home town and one can do without, trying to make
the West
want the tariff
lowered. and safety. Convenience, even, must what a fine chance a fellow would have a $2,000 salary do the work of $5,0ou
T r a i n s D a i l y E x c e p t Sunday
CHAS. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
The situation is something like that await more favorable days for sup- to start in with one of those sheets. is what ruins tempers and briny,s
From H O U L T O N
gray hairs about the temples, fills
which existed in this country, as re port.
He seemed just determined to per
■fur
Subscription in U. S. $1.5C per year
S.10 a. m. -F
or Kurt Fairfield, < taribou,
suicide’s
graves,
and
breaks
up
hornet
spects the North and South, in the
Businesses that not long since were suude this fellow traveler to locate
Lim stum* and Van Buren.
In advance; in Canada $2.00 in advance
The
tendency
of
the
times
is
toward
years preceding the civil war. This limiting their profits only by an easy there
‘J.13 a. m.--Kor Bang
Portland and
Single copies five cents
inflation, happiness lies in the other
Boston.
does not mean, however, that in a gen conscience, and making their enlarge
Pretty soon another mai: entered
Advertising rates based upon guaran eral election either political partly ments with assurance of expectation |tin* compartment, and this booster be direction, and the woman of the 11.30 a. nt.--F or Ashland, Fort Kent, St
Francis, also Washburn, Pres
would completely sweep any section of free as the unclouded sky, are study- gan to try to interest him in his home house1 can have a wholesome influence
teed paid in advance circulation
que Isle, Van Buren via Squi
in
the
right
direction,
if
they
but
; the Dominion.
There are various .ing the science of salesmanship and city. Evidently he made it his busi
Ban and Maple ton.
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton |cross-currents which would exert their;
exert themselves.
Many a man is 1.02 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield and CaYibou
; calling in experts upon costs and inan- ness at all possible opportunities to
for circulation at second-class
Limestone.
started on the wrong path by the de
i influence. If the Fordney bill, or any- i1agement.
boost his home community.
postal rates.
mands of a selfish wife for more than 1.42 p. m.— For Greenville, Bangor, Port
I thing similar to it, should presently
If there was a group of business
land and Boston.
The throwing away of money by inhe can honestly furnish her in the 6.26 p. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
All Subscriptions are DISCONTIN become law in this country it would j; dividuals is a thing of the past. Peo- men working as persistently to adver
way of the house and personal adorn
Boston Buffet Sleeping Car
strengthen the hands of the high-tariff j
UED at expiration
j pie are buying more carefully, count- tise1 Houlton by word of mouth, the re ments. No man will go very far
Caribou to Boston.
element in Canada. On the other hand
sults
ol'
their
effort
would
be
felt
be
l ing the pennies, and paying serious
wrong whose wife exerts the right 8.03 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren
the Farmer-Labor party has been gain
OUR N EXT SECRETARY OF STATE
i attention to the pocketbook and its fore long.
influence
over him.
Due H O U L T O N
ing strength in the Dominion and its
The announcement that Mr. Chas. E. influence for tariff reform may prove ! problems.
8.31 a. m.— From Boston, Portland, Ban
T R Y T H E O T H E R TACK
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
Even extravagant ideas, of all sorts
Hughes of New York has been definite to be considerable.
Don't
talk pessimism. It puts simi
to Caribou.
There1
is
nothing
so
easy
as
to
get
have
come
into
disrepute.
Conserva
ly selected as secretary of state in the
During the war tariff questions
9.09 a. m.—From Van Buren, Caribou
lar ideas into the minds of other peo
and Fort Fairfield.
forthcoming cabinet is altogether grat dropped into the background of poli tism, prudence, moderation, thought ple, and such ideas create doubt and behind with your work and once you
are behind there is nothing so dif- 12.54 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
ifying. For some weeks it has been tics in all countries. But there is no for things practical rather than sen
uncertaintv and hamper the ordinary fieult as to get ahead of it. But the
gor and Greenville.
well understood that the appoint reason to think that this situation will timental, whether the dealing is with progress of Commercial
activity and really careful man is the one who I 1.37 p. m.—From Limestone, Caribou and
matters
of
foreign
policy,
the
work
ment would bo made if Mr. Hughes last much longer. Both at Washington
}
Fort Fairfield.
expansion.
pushes his work rather than allowing I 3.10 p. m.—From St. Frances, Ft. Kent,
could be Induced to accept it. It is and at Ottawa the tariff issue is rapid ings of the government, commercial
If
von
can’t
see
anything
good
in
also Van Buren. Washburn,
none the less a gratification to know ly forcing its way to the front once operations, finance, social arrange the future get some other fellow to do his work to push him.
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
ments,
or
so
small
a
concern
of
life
that the matter has now passed from ! more.
your
looking
for
you
until
you
can
ad
6.21 p. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone,
as the selection of a bathroom mat.
the realm o f probabilities and become j
Why will some people continually
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
are moving into the mood and man just yourself to conditions and acquire worry about things that may never 7.59 p. m.— From Boston, Portland and
an established fact.
W HY GO TO HIGH SCHOOL?
a
better
perspective
of
affairs
in
gen
Bangor.
ner of Amertcon life with a momentum
happen in the future and let their
As to the personal qualifications j Marshalling fact upon fact to prove
eral.
j wealth of promise for developments of
Time
tables
giving complete information
which Mr. Hughes possesses for this |that a young person cannot afford to
If a man goes out in the morning present affairs get into such a mix- may be abtained at ticket offices.
! visible upon all sides and with a
important post there can be no ques- lose a high school education. Dr. A. J
and tells every person he meets that up that some one else has to worry
GEO. M. HOUGHTON.
permanent value in the future'.
tlon. He is in the front rank among E. Winship. New England’s famous
General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine
he is sick and keeps up the fiction to get them out.
American jurists. His temperament educator and editor, presents as mas- j The progress is rather painful and from day to day, it will grow on him
was regarded as sufficiently judicial terly a discussion of this theme as has { occasionally humiliating, but none the until he is in reality unfit for business.
to warrant his appointment to the ( been given to the educational world 1less beneficial for all that. We need
It is so in the business world. If
supreme court by President Taft. M r.!I for some time. It is an article that ed it. and deserved punishment.
yon want to create disaster go out and
Hughes Is very widely and perhaps !j ought to be read to every class of
preach it. until other people begin to
“ L E T ’S GO”
Justly regarded as a statesman of the I grammar school graduates when th e ,
t a k e stock in what you say and to see
Tin* chief of the morale branch of
coldly Impersonal type, never stirrred j decision is being made as to whether
things as you do. Then you will soon
by his emotions and subjecting every j they will attend school longer.
It the war service said a few days ago, have disaster at least for yourself.
question of public policy to the secur ' ought to be read before parent-teacher that “ Let's go’’ was the one slogan that
But if you want better times go out
ity of his relentless logic. For this ! associations and distributed individu- ; seemed to stir the soldiers to action and preach them, and put the joy of
better than any other.
reason, among others, he did not ! ally in the homes of such pupils.
confidence into other hearts as well as
This phrase is interesting for tin* into your own. The response will be
measure up to the highest expecta I Dr. Winship contrasts a life salary
I
tions as a presidential candidate. But 1ranging around a maximum of $16 a very simplicity of it. It suggests that just as great.
these qualities, whatever handicap ; week, and a possible saving of $400 many of the big results of life are not
Be a sport and act the part.
If tin*
they may involve during a political for the four years, if the nipil works, achieved by any argument.
campaign, are undoubted assets in one with the advantages of attending high chief of morale had talked for an hour
Right thinking means right living
Who Is charged with the conduct of school. He admits that if a student to a group of soldiers about the duty
and right living means good health.
diplomatic negotiations. Sound diplo can learn to do what he wants to do of making an assault on some forti
macy calls for the exercise of intellect better at work than after attending fied position, they might not have felt
ual rather than emotional qualifica high school he will not debate that any more like doing it. They might
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
tions.
point, but adds significantly that he realize more keenly than at the start
Res., 3 4 5 - M
As secretary of state Mr. Hughes i has never met such a person. Also the awful peril of the thing, and the T e l e p h o n e — S t u d io , 2 9 2 - M
gruesome
chances
they
were
taking.
he
admits
if
a
family
really
needs
the
will not be a rubber stamp.
Mr .'
MISS MARRY BURPEE
But when someone jumps up and
Harding has given public assurance |child’s financial help, lie will not dis
SOPRANO
o f this fact by his announcement that pute them; but adds, again, that us says “ Let's go." the thrill of consent
Teacher of Singing
all Information concerning the for ually this plea is an excuse, not a legi and comradeship runs through the men
Studio 27 Mansur Block
eign policy of the United States must timate reason, and that the gain is in like an electric shock. The psycho H o u r s — 2 p. m. to 6 p, m. e x c e p t W e d n e s 
d a y s an d S a t u r d a y s .
F o r e n o o n s an d
be sought, after March 4. from the considerable and the ultimate loss logy of it is the tremendous power of
e v e n in g s by a p p o i n t m e n t
example.
People feel they ear: do
state department and not from the great.
. White House. That is as it ought to ' The range of studies that broaden a what other people do. The\ do not
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
be.
The President is ultimately re person’s interests, the multiplying of like to hang hack where others show
sponsible for the efficient conduct of acquaintance and friendship, the sig courage. One strong man exemplify
B U Z Z E L L ’S
all the executive departments, it is nificance of a good record from a good ing patriotism and heroism by bis acts,
LICENSED E M B A LM ER AND
true; but this does not mean that he school, the enumeration of opportuni counts more than long orations about
F U N E R A L DIRECTOR
should arrogate to himself the routine ties to which the door is absolutely duty and the logic of tin* situation
Phone 161-W— Day or Night
functions of any of them. Those who closed if a boy or girl is not a gradu
So it is in all the proceedings of know Mr. Hughes will have no difficul ate of a high school and a list of de daily life. You may argue until you
C E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
ty in believing that he accepted a sirable professions and occupations are hoarse, and you may not la* able
OFFIC E AT RESIDENCE
post in the new administration with where the high school product has the to inspire any active interest in some
129
Main St. Houlton, Me.
the undersanding that he shall have best chance—all are covered thoroly measure for the benefit of tin* com
Made b y Postum Cereal Company, Inc,,
adequate scope for his own initiative by Dr. Winship. Then there are the munity. But if some wide awake fel
Battle Creek,Mich.
DR. F o ! ORCUTT
and that his calm judgment upon mat by-products, not strictly commercial low gets up and leads tlie way. peo
D E N T IS T
ters of diplomatic policy shall carry in aspect, but perhaps of the greater ple are ashamed to show unwillingness
Fogg
Block
value
in
life
after
all—the
ability
to
i
some momentum. To give up his law
to follow. They dislike to admit that
practice, which is one of the most lu read intelligently and to talk with en-J they have less public spirit than other *
crative in New York, must necessar larged vocabulary and keen apprehen- j people have, and they a re willin'-; to
ily involve a heavy personal sacrifice. sion of facts, to think logically and I go as far as other people will h ad
Mr. Hughes would hardly have agreed clearly, to tackle new problems with them. It is a great force working for
to do this if he did not see an oppor confidence and success, to discrimin progress.
tunity for great public service ahead ate against frauds in social and busi
If you can get leadership, you can
ness life, to evaluate people and condi get things done. So “ Let’s g o /’ here
o f him.
tions—all life itself—most helpfully; in Houlton for every good movement
these are the assets of the high school that will make the home town a bet
CANADA’S TA R IF F POLICY
The tariff has more become an im graduates, as outlined by Dr. Win ter place to live in. a nobler realiza
tion of human ideals.
portant issue in Canadian politics. At ship.
the opening of the parliamentary ses
COMING OF T H R F IT
T H E PROMOTING SPIR IT
sion in Ottawa last week is was an
Having been for a long time the
A man was traveling in a 1’uJim;; n
nounced that some tariff changes
most reckless spendthrift of all na car smoking room the nth r du\
would be made, but that the policy of
tions, there are indications that the through a neighboring state
He fell
protection would not be altered in any
— the World*s Greatest Light W eight Sedan
United States is definitely headed into conversation with the man next
substantial degree by the present gov
away from evil reputation in this re him. The latter disclosed tin- fact
ernment. That is enough to provide a
e UCH quality as you find in the New L ight Six
gard and may become as noted for that he came from a certain citv in
Olean-cut issue for the next Dominion
Sedan at its remarkably moderate price is posthrift as hitherto notorious for extrav-j that state. He began to dilate on the
election which cannot now be very
V
J
sible
only because of great resources, manufac
agance.
i advantages of bis home town, fie in
far off.
turing experience and knowledge of body building.
Ten years ago the Conservative
Li its quietness of power and freedom from vibra
party rode into power upon the ques
tion
this Light-Six S edan sets new standards in
tion of reciprocity. The Liberals, un
closed
car comfort. Distracting noises and discom
der the leadership of Sir Wilfrid
forting
body vibrations have been eliminated.
Laurier, had been at the helm since
You save from 20 to 25 per cent when you buy the
1886 and seemed to have a fair chance
N ew L ight Six Sedan, for you get the benefit of
o f continuing for a few years longer;
economies made possible by complete nw uvfactni'c in
but that reciprocity agreement with
the new modern $20,0!'-0,000 plants of Sbudebakev in
President Taft proved their undoing
South fiend. Middlemen's profits are eliminated on
at the elections of 1911. During the
tastings, forgings, stampings, motor, axles, tran/miswar the Conservatives took some of
s.on, frame, body, top and other vital parts -and qual
the leading Liberals into camp and
ity is absolutely assured.
formed a coalition or Unionist admin- j
Istration which continued until t h e '
Come in and see this wonderful car — the world’s
conflict was over, when some of the |
greatest light weight Sedan. We are ready to demon
Liberals went back to their own camp, j
strate and make deliveries.
Despite these defections and the loss |
Touring Car .
o f some strength at by-elections, the j
Landau-Roadster .
1650
administration still holds on and still
S--dan.........................
2150
calls Itself Unionist government. It
Cord Tire Equipped
probably possesses a sufficient margin
F O. B. South Bend
over Its opponents in the House of
Commons to carry it through the pres
ent session.
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WhatY&z/ Need

is a food th a t will m ake
good th e n a tu ra l d a ily
w e a r o f b od y tissues.

Grape*Nuts
is a w holesom e blend o f
w heat and malted barley,
containing all the nutri
tive values of these grains,
including their vita l m in
eral elem en ts-a delicious,
easily digestible food fo r
keeping the body well noup
ished.

Sold b y Grocers
Everyw here!

N e w L igh t -Six Se d a n

Hand & Harrington*

A HOULTON MAN’S
EXPERIENCE
Can you doubt the evidence of this
Houlton citizen?
You can verify Houlton endorse
ment.
Read this:
C. O. Trenholm, 65 Elm St., Houlton.
says: “ Doan’s Kidney Pills always do
me good whenever my kidneys get
out of order. They do just as repre
sented every time and I recommend
them willingly. I have to be on my
feet many hours through the day and
part of the night and its mightly hard
on the kidneys. My back ached so it
almost put me past going.
My
kidneys were not acting regularly and
showed other signs of disorder. When
ever I feel these symptoms coming on
I get a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills at
French 6 Son’s Drug Store. After
using them the trouble leaves me."
60c. at all dealers. Foster-Mil burn
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
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EDWARD P. RICKER DE
FENDS TOURISTS BUSINESS

came back, littling the value of the scenic
development health-giving elements of Maine.
EDWARD P. RICKER.
can do in the way of attracting a
Poland Spring, Me.
good class of visitors. Six years ago
Feb. 2:i. 1921.
the state began the construction of a
(Lewiston Journal)
highway to the top oi Lookout
To further emphasize Mr. Ricker’s
Mountain. This was completed two stand:
“ Glacier National Park again has
years ago, and is eight miles long.
broken all its records for tourist
From the very start it has been a
travel, according to the report of
success—not only in affording pleas- George Goodwin, the superintendent
in 24 hours the reply
showing what state

PAGE THREE
the technical schools to engineering
position,” he stated.

Pleasure is a good thing and may
not with safety be slighted. But

“ The busy practitioner of any pro
when given first place it is debasing
fession has neither the time, the spec
ialized training nor the equipment for and elusive. Business is good and
instruction for beginners. This is par demands the best powers of most of us.
ticularly true of the business man."
But whatever be the reward, we can*
The following letter on Mt. Katah- amounts to to our own people as a
Dean
Donham
called
attention
to
not
afford to be its slaves. Fortunate
dln Park and tourist business is of whole.
the inadequate housing of the school indeed is the man who can master his
No citizen more than I appreciates
sufficient interest to have a State
of business administration and its
the value of Maine’s great industrial
desires and strike a happy medium
wide importance.
limited endowment. He warned that
corporations.
I
take
quite
as
much
To the Editor of the Lewiston Jour
the rapid growth of attendance pro between business and pleasure.
pride
as
any
in
our
business
ad
!
ure
to
many
visitors
but
it
has
been
()f
national
parks.
His
figures
show
nal:
Real achievements come through
bably will make it necessary in the
vance in all forms, and as best I can
a direct producer of business to the that this year a total of 22,449 tour near future to limit the number of focused energy. Do not scatter your
1 was an interested listener at the
try to encourage it. AH should prog
ists visited Glacier Park. The majori students.
hearing at Augusta last week on the
talents and energies carelessly about
ress alike. For this reason I cordially I state. Last year there was an aver ty of these travellers entered the j
Mt. Katahdln Centennial Park bill.
age
of
3000
travelers
each
day
up
“
The
enrollment
of
the
collegiate
over
any number of trades and voca
support the simple proposition now
this road—most of them sightseers park via the main gateway, at Glacier business schools in the Country prior tions. Focus your energies on the
1 was concerned in it because my
before the legislature of a state park |
life has been devoted in large part at Mt. Katahdin, because to me it i from out of the state. Since it was Park Station, Montana. These tour- j to 1910, was so small that it was a thing you wish to achieve and let
to the upholding of Maine as a great seems large encouragement to our |completed, railway travel has doub ists came from every State in the I negligible factor in our educational nothing divert your interest from the
resort-state; to the saving so far as j leading industry at small expense. ! led an that by automobile has in ! Union and from nearly every country ! system,” he continued. “ After that main issue.
|
1 was able of its natural resources i For this reason, too, I appreciate the : creased four times. Some idea of upon the face of the earth.
year there was considerable growth,
i
A new wonderland section of
and beauties and to the increase of
what
can
be
done
for
a
state
by
pub
but the striking increase is the year
j generous offer of the Great Northern
COMMONWEALTH CASUALTY
Glacier Park is to be revealed by the i
its industrial and social welfare.
COMPANY
1Paper company of 15,000 acres as a i lic development, can be seen from Government next year, when horse j 1919-20. Total gains in the leading
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
At that hearing I heard Mr. James gift to the State for park purposes. It this example,
schools run into the thousands.”
trails will be completed, opening to j
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1920
Q. Gulnac, president of the Maine can and should be accepted under I This simple accident of a break in
For really satisfactory reading that Stocks and Bonds,
461,008.69
the
tourists
a
stretch
of
marvellous
!
State Chamber of Commerce and Ag proper conditions. It is not proposed ! one of the highways to the coast
104.557.00
scenic beauty in that part of the leaves a wholesome feeling behind it Cash in Office and Bank,
region
of
this
state,
gives
some
idea
ricultural League, and I was shocked to violate any property rights. What- j
$116,151.53
we can recommend nothing better Agents’ Balances
Rockies
lying
between
Many
Glacier
Bills Receivable,
4,810.69
and surprised at the sentiment there ever may be said of the wisdom o f : of the amount of travel. While the
chalet village and the Canadian bound-1 than the writings of David Grayson. Interest and Rents,
5,961.17
president
of
the
Maine
State
Cham
expressed by Mr. Gulnac.
the original disposition of Maine's
9,000.00
ary. Therein are many square miles After all the hectic philosophy one All other Assets,
ber
of
Commerce
was
ridiculing
the
No other Interpretation could pos 9,000,000 acres of wild lands for less |
of picturesque country which hither reads these days, a little of the home
Gross Assets,
$701,489.08
sibly be placed upon the attitude of than a dollar an acre, the present resort industry at one hearing at Au to has only been travelled by Indians spun variety comes as a relief.
Deduct items not admitted,
46,619.03
this sponsor for a great state-wide or owners are rightful owners and will, gusta, at another it was brought and a very few white explorers."
ganisation than that he was opposed of course, receive complete protec-' out that 230,000 persons crossed the
By
the
time
a
man
is
married
his
Admitted Assets,
$654,870.05
i Kennebec river at Rath, last year,
to the general policy of making Maine tion.
character is formed, and he changes
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1920
COLLEGE GRADUATES NOW
a resort-State. He expressed himself
If land is taken for the benefit of by way of the railway and automo
$68,170.59
very little. His mother has made Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums
204,638.92
fervently as in favor of making this the people as a whole, fair prices bile ferries.
GOING IN FOR BUSINESS him and no matter how hard she All
other Liabilities.
44,274.86
It is
idle to Uiscusss the impor
a work-shop rather than a play must be paid to individual propries
bis
wife
can do little toward Cash Capital,
“ Business has displacer! the minis trie
300,000.00
tance
of
Maine's
resort
business.
ground and called into question the tors, Nor will any sentiment be vioAs a rule also. his Surplus over all
try, medicine and the law as the oc sdte ring him.
Liabilities,
effect upon our people of the inconi-, iated Family memories can much Millions are invested in it. .Millions cupational choice of college gradu mot her objects VI ry strenuously at
37,785.68
Ing of tourists and the companion- j better be perpetuated in a public are added to our wealth by it and ates." said Dean Wallace Rrett Don- any att< dllptS at alt* rnations. She
Liabilities and
ship of guides and their influence on 1 park than in commercial timberlands it is the great hope of our future. ham of the Harvard Graduate School con -filler) liim a perf ect sample of Total
Surplus
$654,87'».05
Even
if
some
of
our
present
indus
our social life. He said that he had which in time will be destroyed. No
of H usiness Administration
in
his her own liandiu ork
59
tries
should
fail,
the
hills
and
the
noticed that the effect of tourists and ■people can possibly be injured either
annual report.
guides was to change good reliable j
business or in sentiment by tin1 lakes never can be taken from us,
" W l i 1i , schools of t heology. niedimen, willing to work twelve months ! establishment of a permanent insti- or from the joy ami comfort of the c i n e a mi law have la'en of recoilmixed
in the year, into whiskey drinkers ! tution of use and beauty for the di- whole world that looks to them with v a l u e f o r many yeai •s. until vei ■y reand loafers.
; rect benefit of all the people of the anticipation.
c el l 11y mi1 effective method of trainThe Katahdin l’ark plan is but
a
As one interested all my life in the commonwealth.
i n g fe>r 1transition 1'rom collegi f‘
to
tourists business, I can not sit idly by
We are concerned at present with symbol of our duty in this matter. l/i’. s i n e ss has been devised.
I’ ll is
and listen to this in silence. Does it the Mt. Katahdin region and no place Let it he known thniout the world t rans.it i on is unqmest ionahly more
look well for the head of a State wide in the entire state is better adapted that we have established here a d i f l i c u l t- t han similar1 transition from
organization thus to condemn one of to public development. Nature her State Car k. sorure for ;ill times. open
the greatest industries in Maine? self has made the selection. What to the na t ion , and we shall smo the
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Can he feel quite at home even in ever can be done to beautify this enormous im■rease of t ravel. not of
Whereas Gm\c r (\ Dorsey. lain of
Maine citing as a bad example the particular mountain and its environ whiskey drill kers. but of cle a n. in Fort Fairfield in the Comity of Aroos
who took' and State of .Maine, in bis life
Maritime provinces of which, as I ment, will undoubtedly attract many telligent, nan.ire-loving peopl
time, by his mortgage deed
dated
understand, he was formerly a resi tourists and eventually become an love the hills1 and who will b•1 a
January 27. 192**, and recorded in the
111
this
>st of good frfiends
dent and a citizen? As chief officer important park for the propagation
Arostook Registry of Deeds in Vo],
of the State Chamber of Commerce. of fish and wild animals, which have state and to her in-oitu tion s.
MT. Dane li’n. conveyed to Fort Faircorporation
And 1 vent ue to say that. - (1 fa r field National Dank, a
Mr. Gulnac makes in my opinion, a done so much to make Maine tlm
the e.■=tah- duly organized and e\i---t:ng under the
as health pr<(grams no.
sorry spectacle attacking any policy leading hunting state of the east.
laws id the United Stat'm and having
tending to attract more people to this
It does not seem to me to be nec lishment of this park as a pi ace of its o f f i c e and prineipul place of busi
state of such great scenic beauties essary to expend any great sum at rest, retn ■at and restor■ation of the ness at said Fort Fairfield, certain
and such-unusual attractions. This; the present time. 1 am not urging physical ;mil nervous e nerv\ (if men teal estate situate in said Fort Fair, is an industry in which respectable ! the State to borrow money to meet and wonii Ml, will play an impot•taut fiold. to wit: FIRST F A R D E L the
premises conveyed to Miles F.
and
people are interested and which at-1 the expense of establishing a public part. 1 1(111 therefore desirous,, a < Edward Dorsey hy deed of Lyman M.
tracts refined and respectable people; park at Mount Katahdin. I am the a life-long fri end of thi s. my n; 11i v1 •. Dutton dated April 26, ISM. and re
This famous old remedy has a nation-wide reputation for splendid
to our State and it is not for him o r ' last to urge any increase in the bur- state, and th e native state of my corded in said Registry in Yol. 73.
results. Thousands of grateful users everywhere recommend it for
1
’age
44;
SE
C
OND
P
A
RC
EL
-the
11
and
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps, Chills, Sprains, Strains,
any other man to stand up in public >den of taxation upon Maine people fathers. t<> r<•gister my voir
premises conveyed to Miles F. Dorsey
anfl numerous other aches and ills. The faithful family friend for more
and attempt to smirch its character But at least a beginning can be vote agaii 1 st the short -siglite d and and Edward Dorsey by deed of Wi l l 
than a century. At all druggists and general stores. Price 25 and 50c.
dangerous
of
smu.>ring
polliey
at
our
and Its purposes. When he or any made in this great project which any
iam Dorsey dated November 15, 1NS2.
be- and recorded said Registrv in Vol.
other person does so, he is in effect well-meaning citizen can see means summer and winter tourists
79. Page 552; TH I R D P A R C E L the
maligning some of the best citizens so much, not only to the pleasure,
premises conveyed to Miles F. Dorsey
o f America.
but to the business interests of all
and Edward J. Dorsey by
deed
of
MR.
L.
W.
NEWCOMB
The importance of the Main© resort- of the people of the State. Perhaps
Moses Ward and Sophia M.
Ward
THROUGH WITH HOSPITALS dated Jam* IS, 1SS5. and recorded in
business, as compared with other in-1 private capital will volunteer to assaid Registry in Vol. 82. Page
95;
Spri
nuf i cl i l . M a s s
In a
dustries was calculated with consid- sjst this development, but this
canFOURTH
P A R C E L - - the
premises
f M-. J
D T n i r X- < , M
W
erable accuracy before the great war. not be expected until the State
itconveyed to Edward J. Dorsey by deed
c<>ml> nf l
1 'a 1nl >1•i<11: *• S ’ , w i
At that time experts in the transpor-; seif has first made a start,
of Asa 11. Tapley dated April IS. 1917.
a m wri t ii.n t-. Im ymi k m . -a I .,
and recorded in said Registry in \ ol.
tstton ai\d hotel business made im- j one of my favorite places in the yvtt inn nl mi g. I 11.i \ ■ i nk. a t u
29s, Page 2 i*5: reference to each of
portant estimates from the best avail- ^far West has been Lookout Mount six,.- lmttl.m ..f yi iu r I ' : . T r i m
said deeds and tn the records thereof
able figures, taking into the account ajn—20 mil.es from Denver, and
I a m i a m l'm-liim' I ..... . lu-tti-s t k a :
being hereby expressly had for
a
m-i nn. 1 will 1 ■. 1m i n 11.■ '.. k i n v i 1
people who came into the State only mention this because it furnishes an nut h a v e tin- l.ain that I IkmI 1 1.
more particular description of said
four parcels of real estate; ami being
for health and pleasure. This w a s . excellent illustration :jf what we can my wifi- a mi .-vi-rv ..m- I T a r n
the same premises c o n v e y e d to said
mi
FOR
AND
found to be In round numbers more (f0 hese at home. I telegraphed the am l.inUitm l.i-t ! 1-r T!
Grover C. Dorsey by I (wight W Dor
all
n
<
m
.f
11
m
i
nml.-r
m
\
Colds,
Coughs
than 400,000 and the period included other day to a friend at Denver who,
G
rippe
sey,
Newman
E.
Dorsey.
Weld)
Dor
h o s p i t a l s h . r nm "
th® four summer months of June, hy the way, happens to be an Oxsey, A. Mamie Dorsey and Helen F.
I >r Trim' .- I I! i ir. 1 T- I -m 1 |
Neglected Cclds nr? Dangerous
Perrier by their deed dated May 5.
July, August and September, without ford
county, Maine, man
bybirth, a n d W i . n n f■T\ ’ .• -! I, -r !,.i h. -m-k t ...
1919. and recorded in said Registry
Take no chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first sneeze.
mentioning thousands more who ami who in the last 25 years
has sa mi s 111.. m 1 I a .11 -a mi - .. 1 1ff.-i .
in Yol. :;n5. Page 9, Ami whereas the
.. 1 .:
Breaks up a cc’.d in 24 hours — Relieves
com© for the early spring fishing and been interested in development in . mist i ] ia t 1. m . m ->• v< .11 11 ,
condition of said mortgage is broken,
i ndi gvs f inn. i n mi a ia am! v>. -n 1; 1
Grippe in 3 dayr —Etmehert for Headache
for the fall shooting' which does not the great West. He has meantime GS y n i i ' s a f a v o r i t e hi-.-a
now
therefore,
by
reason
of
the
breach
n. 1-' |.
Quinine in this form does not affect the head—Cascara is best Tonic
of tip- condition thereof said Bank
end until December. It was further matched what we were doing with tn t a ke , wi n l m jimt 1
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill’s.
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage
estimated by these experts, that each 0ur great resort asset at home. With ( I n m s . 1 >im 1 In- wi t i n . 111
February 21, 1921.
visitor from the time he crossed the — — — — ■■—.m■ ..........................
Fort Fairfield National Bank
State line until he returned again
By its attorneys,
58
Trafton & Roberts
left at least $50, which was considered
a low figure. Thus the annual rev
enue was estimated at that time to be
nearly 25 million of dollars. Further
more, it Is to be considered that
THE ‘IFS’ AND
whilq mnch of the profit of Maine
manufacturing must be distributed in
‘BUTS' OF SPECULATION
other states because other states fur
nish a large part of the capital, the
dome speculative venture may look
resort revenue comes from out of the
promising if it succeeds. But often it
state and is circulated among our
fails and all is lost. Safety is not
own people. There is not a class that
dependent
on either “ ifs” or "huts.”
does not receive its share.
Your account is invited.
The above estimates of the annual
income to Maine from the summer
visitors were made before the war.
The resort business since then has
not only held its lead but has increas
Dividends at the rate ot 4% per annum
ed it. Its value each year now probab
have
been paid for the past nine years
ly amounts to much more than $25,000,000. More people are coming to
Maine. The season of 1920 produced
more than 500,000 visitors from out
of the State. Each is spending more
money. The fifty dollars of years
ago has without doubt nearly doubl
ed. A simple problem in multiplica
tion will demonstrate what all this

Three Cardinal Virtues
A Doctor’s Prescription
Internal and External use
Over IOO years of success

Kill That Cold With
CASCARA &

Q U IN IN E

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

“H ow ’s the cake coming?” Everybody’s
interested. You want to know that it’s
coming right and you test it time and
again. That s the way we make sure of

H o u l t o n Sa v in g s J B ^ n k
H b U J T O N , M A IH E 1

M ONEY

FOR

THE

William Tell
Flour

FARMER

P o ta to G ra d e r
Will Save Time and
Potatoes
€jj No
machine on the mar
ket can d o s u c h
rapid work and do
it so w e 11. § W e
have s o m e w it h
motors. Cfl Call and
let us show you.

We

We test it at every stage of its making -several times an hour.
We make absolutely certain of its uniform quality and purity.
Because we have thus made sure of the quality of the flour, you
can he sure of the quality of your baking.
You will find that William Tell will give a delicious flavor and a
uniform goodness to all your baking.
Don’t take any chancees on your flour.

J a m e s S.
Peabody
Bangor Street
Houlton, Me.

Tell your grocer, William Tell, and be sure.
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m iffD /H I N A T ir F
by name> in his Studebaker Big-Six. declared an expert who went over
CLASSIFIED ADS
IIIU K i l l n U I H C
JUBt as remarkable is the fact that at the car at the conclusion of the dis
CLASSIFIED ADS
Christian Science Church, corner the end of the long grind a careful tance. “ This automobile not only Buy Alarm Clocks at Osgood’s and Osgood’ s Hand Made Wedding Rings
save money.
Military and High Sts.
inspection showed no indication of did that but was in excellent shape at
are 14 Kt. Solid Gold and Seamless.
The Houlton firemen met at their
Sunday morning service at 11 the hard USage the car had seen.
the end of its long grind.
For
Sale—
Three
pure
bred
Holstein
I
Why
pay big prices for Diamonds
rooms in the engine house last Tues
Mr. Stout’s car, purchased in Jan
o’clock.
"The transmission in this time was
bulls, ready for light service. W . • while Osgood is in business. See
day evening for their usual annual
R.
Yerxa,
Foxcroft
Road.
!
Subject for Mar. 13st: Substance.
him.
uary. 1919, was placed in service run never cleaned out, and the differen
get-to-gether meeting.
The m e n !
Sunday School at 12.15 p. m.
ning out of Sonora as a stage and tial, crank case and transmission had
Wanted— A capable girl for general Coupons for typewriter ribbons may
received their yearly salary, which j
Wednesday evening Testimonial rent car.
no attention other than the adding of
be exchanged at the TIMES office
housework, a good home with suit
Included the increase of $26.00 per j
Back of Sonora^ there are many more oil from time to time. When able wages. Apply to Mrs. Geo. A. for any machine.
meeting at 7.30.
man due them.
____________
miles of the kind of roads that mo- the car was ready to reassemble, it ' Gorham, Tel. 294-W
For Rent— Rooms for light housekeepAfter the business of the meeting j
nilTMCD
torists see when they have had was found that the gears showed alhad been transacted, they all went to) STUDEBAKER OWNER
S ale-S ixty acre farm 1'/2 miles ,
S ° n, T u
rInquire
dreams, and it is this type on which most no sign of the distance that For
from
ft head
hour) of
nf cattle.
r-uttm 3
i I Harr> R. Burleigh, T el. 14-j .
tf
from station
station. 9
the S. A. bowling alley, where two
DRIVES CAR 35,000 MILES the Studebaker was run most of its had been traveled.’’—Advt.
horses,
40
hens,
2
pigs
and
all
machi
Farmers should keep their accounts
teams captained by Chief Clark and
nery and small tools. Inquire of E.
Covering 35,000 miles -in a year, 35,000 miles.
from day to day and use the account
E. J. Barker enjoyed a spirited con
Briggs.
210p
“ That a car should do 35,000 miles
much of it over mountainous country,
books sold at the TIMES office.
test. The results chalked up showing
and spending not a cent for repairs, with absolutely no trobule of any
For Sale— Young horse, kind, sound. For Safe— Dry and Green Hardwood
that the fire laddies can bowl as well
is the remarkable record set by a kind other than an occasional punc Order executed and inquiries invited
good worker, weight about 1350.
and dry soft wood. Inquire Darious
aa fight fire; the total summary gave
Will sell or trade for good safe driv Dow, 44 School Street. Phone 125-4.
resident of Sonora, Cal., John Stout ture is quite remarkable in itself,”
in
all
listed
stocks
and
bonds
the contest to Capt. Barker’s team
ing horse. Watson Lewis, Bridgetf
water, Me.
210p
by a margin of 109 pins
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
Direct Private Wire Service
After the bowling game all return- the conditions in which these diseases j CANDIDATE FOR
Farm For Sale—55 acres, with stock,
Newspaper may be left at the
ed to the Engine House where an make their most successful attack,
9-room house, cemented cellar. New' TIMES Office, where the lowest price
SECOND
SELECTMAN
give
vigor
and
tone
to
the
vital
organs
j
oyster stew awaited them. A social and functions, and imparts a genial
stable and hen-house. 12 minutes to can be obtained.
I hereby announce my candidacy for
hour was afterward enjoyed with warmth to the blood.
electric road. 2% miles to Gardiner.
---------rr-----r -r r------- :-------— n ----------Near school. Fruit, berries. Unlimit- •ypewrfter Ribbons for aff Machines
*
Remember, the weaker the system the office of Second Selectman at the
card games and music. All present
ed water supply. J. C. Read, Route —a? weH as Carbon Paper made by
the greater the exposure of disease. Town meeting to he held in Houlton
declared it a good time.
Call
14, Gardiner.
610p Webster— There’s none better,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes the system I ' ext”month
or send to TIMES Office.
strong.
Having served the town in this
COMPARATIVE TEMPERA
If the liver is torpid or the bowels
Furnished rooms with all modern
Members
NOTICE
are sluggish, causing biliousness or j position for a number of terms at
...
, , . A
conveniences including hot water
TURE REPORTS
, AH Persons are warned Against heat, transients or regulars
Apply
New York Stock Exchange
constipation, Hood’s Pills will be i different times I feel as though the
MARCH 1920-21 found
I trusting or extending credit to my , Tel. 341-4 or 39-12.
tf
of great service
They are experience gained at that time and
Boston Stock Ekchange
I wife Lizzie Gellerson, on my a c c o u n t ,--------------------------- !___________________
h
According to the TIMES record of especially made to be taken with I exp
as I shall not pay any debts contract- A Valued Subscriber says “ Every time
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
j «»>’ knowledge ot the duties ot that
Chicago Stock Exchange
the temperature for the first four days ___________ _________________________ j office qualify me to do the work in the
! ed by her after this date.
that I have used these columns for
CHESTER GELLERSON. selling articles, they have been suc
in March, years of 1920-21, are as
interests of the town, and expend the
Sherman Mills, Maine. Feb. 24th, cessful.” Try them.
follow s:
BOSTON. MASS
MRS. ALICE GRESHAM TODD,
money raised by the voters in a
; 1921
39p
1920
1921
mother of the first American soldier
judicious manner.
Wanted— Salesmen for 6,000 mile
Estab.
1870
March 1
10 below
15 above
killed in France, who gives entire
NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY
guaranteed tires. Salary $100 00 per
The support of the voters, which
March 2
19 below
20 above
week with extra commissions. Cowan
credit for recovery of her health
NEW YORK, N. Y.
included the women as well as the
Tire & Rubber Co. P. O. Box 784 Dept.
Eastern Trust Buildiiig
March 3
4below
22 above
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1920
to the well known medicine, Tanlac
men of Houlton, is earnestly solicit
29
Real Estate
$56,103.62 S., Chicago, HI.
March 4
7above
18 above
ed.
Mortgage Loans
BANGOR
65,556.00 Girls Wanted for Clothes Pin Factory
WILLIAM It. YERXA
Collateral Loans
None
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
Tel. 2467—2468
Stocks and Bonds
17,403,606 12 work. Inquire at office of Summit
GREATEST FOES
Houlton, .Ale., January 31, 1921
Advt.
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
1.434.247 08 Lumber Company, Houlton or write
Every household should have its
Agents' Balances
2,977.603 57 to above Company at Davidson.
life-guards. The need of them is
tf
Bills Receivable
3.209 58
•specially great when disease, the
ESS
BANKRUPT’S
PETITION
FOR
Interest
and
Rents
193,873
82
greatest foes of life, find allies in the
For Sale—A fine 10 room house with
All other Assets
DISCHARGE
1.126,612 53
Tory elements, as colds, influenza,
barn and garage on a large lot in a
Gross
Assets
23.260,812 3.2 good residential section of Houlton.
In tiic mat t r r <>i
j
catarrh, the grip .and pneumonia do
A l b e r t I,. S n o w m a n
In B a n k r u p t c y Deduct items not admitted 1.042.870 S2 buildings in good repair.
in this stormy month.
Or will exAdmitted Assets
$22,21 <.941 50 change for a small home For partiBankrupt.
The best way to guard against these ;
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1920
diseases is to strengthen the system '
culars apply to TIMES office.
To t la* Hun. «''.areriee Hale, Judge of th'*
$2,828,121 54
with Hood’s Sarsaparilla—one of the
District Cciirt of the United States for Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
7.082.S52 09 Automobile For Sale— Buick 19 16
greatest of all life-guards. It removes
tlx- District of Maine.
All other Liabilities
1.697.986 66
model, seven passenger, -roomy,
AI.BFKT L S\n\VMA\ of Woodland Cash Capital
5.000,000 00
Notloe of First Meeting of Creditors
i n t h c county o : Aroostook a n d Surplus over all Liabilities 5.608.981 21 powerful, original paint, tine condi
tion. new battery, six tires (two new),
In the District Court of the United States j
State of Maine, in said District respect- Total Liabilities and
in perfect running order, upholster
tor the Northern Division of the_ Dis
hilly represents that on the I’ ltli day of
Surplus
$22,217,941 50 ing the best, fourteen miles to the
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
j
l a n u a t •y,
last
|>;ast.
u ;ts
In
dn iy 3D'
gallon, price 8800. Call and inspect.
ed b a n k r u p t u n d e r
til e A c t s
Of
In the matter of
|
F o r F r id a y a n d S a tu r d a y
James H. Kidder. Houlton. Me.
^on.Rrt* ss r e l a t i n g to B a n k r u p t e y ;
t hat
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
John Murchison
| In Bankruptcy :
if* lets d u l y surri ' i i der ed a 11 h is pro 1” r u
Whereas. Frank Kossignol thefi of
Bankrupt. |
iml
r i g h t s of pro p e r t y ,
and has
ful l y Limestone in the County of Aroostook For Sale— One of the best potato
The
popular
DICO
BLEND
farms in Aroostook County, town of
To the creditors of said John Murohi- !
all the rei i u i r t ment s of and State of Maim*, by his mortgage
:omp! i»■ d wi t h
Son of Port Fairfield in the county of |
ai d
.Vets an d of tlie or.de r s of
(Aourt deed dated the 12th day of September. Sherman. 3Vo miles from village, oti
the main road to Island Falls. 154
Aroostook and District aforesaid, bank- !
■ e. t. ■ h i im In l ankt a n n o y
C lb.
1917. arid recorded in tlie Aroostook acres, good orchard, pasture, farm
rupt.
!
be
r
e
f
o
r
e
he
pr
at
1
!
l>
*
maiy
Whe
a y s , "I'li
Registry of Deeds. Yol. 299. Page 243.
Notice is hereby given that on the S
i .M'fl'tM1 b y the ( oi irt to h a Ye a full dN- conveyed to Henry S. Mitton, Frank tools, 4 horses, 20 sheep. 3 cows, 6009
7th day of M a s c h
the
said;
b a r g e f r o m all dt:-bts p n i van |e a g a inst M. Poland and Freeman B. Bishop barrel potato house, tool shed, bam
For This Blend
42x72! Two dwelling houses, both
John Murchison was
duly
adjudi- ;
SI . . cl Li t e lllid.'l' t-aid ha i k i".; pt ov A r t s
all of Caribou in said County of Aroos
cated bankrupt; and that the first j
s II oil d"ht.s a s
ar e ' ex e..pt,*(]1 by took. tin* following described piece or houses and barn have water, one house
shed and barn lighted by Delco lights.
meeting of creditors will be heid at the I
t\V ft*. •m suel i (list ■ barge.
parcel of land to wit: tin* west half of
effice of Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on
The following remarkable state
1 Mil*d tin-' : Yth tIa\ of 1•Yin ua r\ .\ i > lot number nine jn the town of Wash Batli room, furnace and hard wood
doors. Finished up stairs and down.
the 26th day of March A. I>. 1921, at ment was made recently by Mrs.
burn. in said County of Aroostook Buildings all in excellent condition1S.00 o’clock in the forenoon at which
A I . B F i ; : t i . s : \ i >'VV.MA N
formerly township number thirteen Easy terms. If interested, write for
time the said creditors may attend, : Alice Gresham Dodd, the mother of
Bnnkrupt
range three W. F. L. S. according to further particulars to tin* owner at
Corporal
Jus.
B.
Gresham.
who
was
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, ,
tin* plan and survey made ami return once. Than S. Robinson. * Sherman
O R D E R OF N O T I C E T H E R E O N
Ceylon Form osa .Mixed
examine the bankrupt and transact such the first American soldier killed in
Office, containing MilK M<*.
Di-d-h-t .<f Maim*. N o r t h e r n Di vi s i on, ss ed to the Land
tf
Other business as may properly come be France. The statement was made at
All Xew Crop De 1ie io 1 1 Flavor
Also, the
< 11. thi
.'■! h d a y f or M ;< [’. •! i A . D. eighty acp'S. more or less.
fore said meeting.
following
described
real
estate,
toD.j i . , ,;i r *-. <• 111. the f n r c o o i e o p. -tni mi ,
the Gresham Memorial Home, which
EMPLOYERS IN D EM N ITY CORPOR
Dated at Houlton, March 7th, 1921.
OR
wit : tlie east half of lot numbered
.[ i was presented to her by the patriotic’
ATION
EDW IN L. VAIL,
Washburn. formerly
Or der ed by irte Co u r t . T l mt
a h e a r i ng eight in said
DICO BLEND
Referee in Bankruptcy. people of Indiana as an evidence of
Kansas City, Mo.
!>>• Ii:o ! upon tho :-; 1 1 !'.,- on tho l.'.th day <>f township thirteen range three IV. E.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1920
their appreciation of the services
A.
D.
l'.Dl
hof oro - a i d
D u n n L. S. according to the plan and survey
AmBANKRUPT’S PETITION FOR
$
0.09
OISCHARGE
it
B a riKor i n
.till Di s t r i c t ,
N o r t h e r n math* and returned to the Land Office Real Estate.
rendered to his country by her son.
710,000.00
In the matter of
|
f o r e no o n; by Elhridge Knight. Surveyor, con ->Mortgage Loans.
I uvish>n at 1*> * Mork in tin*
William A. Rediker
[ In Bankruptcy
77.000.00
The shock of her son’s death re
Collateral Loans.
and Mm ; notioo t h e r e o f be p u b l i s h e d in taming eighty acres, more or less.
Bankrupt!
594.607.84
Stocks
and
onds
And
whereas,
the
said
Henry
S.
sulted
in
a
serious
breakdown
in
Mrs.
All s e l e c t e d S o u t h A m e r i c a n Cof f ee
•In* Houl t o n T i t : •s, a n e w s p a p e r pr i nt ed
To the Hon Clarence Hale, Judge of, tne
269.186.89
Sol d in t he b e a n an d g r o u n d to y o u r
District Court of the United States for Dodd’s health, hut every
m s a i d Di st r i ct , N o r t h e r n Di vi s i on, and Mitton. Frank M. Poland and Freeman Cash in Office and Bank
one will
0.00
theDIsfriet of Maine.
.
. . .
.
.
.
,, .
o r d e r to r e t a i n all t he o r i g i n a l f l a v o r
?h a r till k IloWIl eredi t or s a nd other por- B. Bishop by their deed of atisignment
W ILLIAM A. REDIKER of Caribou! learn with interest and pleasure that
394.072.20
,ns in in ter e. -t, m a y a ppe F r ; it the said dated July i 7th. 1918. and re corded in Bills Receivable.
In the County
of Aroostook
a n d ! sjie is now in splendid health again.
23.158.86
Regis fry of Deeds, Yol. 283. Rage Interest and Rents.
3 lbs. 24c t : ito* a nd pl ace, an d show c a u s e , itr any said
Rice, fancy
0.00
State of Maine, In said District respect- < »»
Dodd irives the entire credit for
tli ey h a v e , w h y t he ]pr a y e r * of said I>e 11 - 419. assign ed and conveyed to me. the All other Assets.
fully represents that on the 10th day of Mrs. LlOClQ gi\es tne ei t
umlersigne■d. the said mortg age. the
3
lbs.
18c
Beans
r
s h o old
ed.
riot
be
g
r
a
n
t
t
i<me
her
recovery
to
the
celebrated
medi
February
1920,
past,
he was
duly
$2,068,025.79
Gross Assets.
11). 15c A ind it Is F u r t h e r O r d e r e d by t h e Clourt, debt tiler* *hy secured and all their
Cocoa, bulk
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of cine, Tanlac.
tto *
T t ,a t
e nd
Cl e r k
s hal l
by right, title and interest in the said Deduct items not
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
0.00
Roasted Peanuts, 2 qts. 20c in ail to all k n o w n ere di t or s Cop'ies of said premises. acquired under and by
admitted.
lis has duly surrendered all his property
She said: "After my dear hoy’s
and rights of property, and has fully
virtue of smid mortgage.
pe tit ion
rder,
a
d
<
l
r
e
s
s
e
d
to
m
d
thi-*
o
death
1
had
a
general
breakdown
in
complied with all the requirements of
$2,068,025.79
Admitted Assets.
And wlu*reas. the condition of said
res i den.a * as
* 1,••in at
t h e i r pl ac e s of
said Acts and of the orders of Court health. At first it was just indiges
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1920
mortgage has been broken, now theretouching his bankruptcy.
st:at e d.
$ 423.355.90
Whsrsfors he prays, That he may be tion. My food would upset me and
\vi f ne s s t h - i hmo r ; abl e i Man:*noe Hale, f o r e , b y ft *ason (if the breai:dl of the Net Unpaid Losses.
decreed by the Court to have a full dis587.358.37
1 claim a fore Unearned Premiums.
./1.aig e of ■i ht* s a i d U ourt. and the sea] condit ion thereof.
wcharge from all debts provable against I had to diet myself very carefully.
47.583.64
All
other
Liabilities.
closure
of
said
mortgage
and
give
this
Di
vi
ere
hern
■
of.
at
the
Nort
th
Bangor
in
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts, I also had rheumatism witli severe
700.000.00
-i< m of sa id 1 »ist i i< t . on t he :It h d; i v of n o t i c e f o r the purpose of ftireclosing Cash Capital.
except such debts as are excepted by
pains in niv shoulders, hack and arms
law from such discharge.
Mar* h A
INI
Surplus over all
tic* s a m e .
Dated this 26th day of February A. D, and at times I would suffer greatly,
309.727.88
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
Liabilities.
(L. S )
Fort Fairfield. Maine, March ; nt
1921.
D e p u t y Cl er k. 1921.
and
my
joints
would
become
swollen
WILLIAM A. REDIKER
A triu* c o p y <>f p e t i t i on a n d o r d e r t h e r e o n
Total Liabilities and
ARCHIE B. HARMON
I was hardly able to do
Bankrupt, , and stiff.
i Al t , i i
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
$2,068,025.79
Bv his Attorneys. Rowers A: Guild.
Surplus.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
but very little about the house and
Deputy Clerk
310 3,10
District of Maine. Northern Division, ss
Sold
C h u rn e d
On this 5th day of March A. I). at times could not even cook a meal.
to the
from the
»■
1921, on reading the foregoing petition, I became very nervous and restless
B est
lie s
it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearins- and at night would lie awake for
5 p o u n d s f o r $1.15
be had upon the same on the 15th day of hours.
April A. D. 1921, before said Court
“ A friend of mint* advised me to
at Bangor in said District, Northern
DivU ion at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; try Tanlac. I am glad l did. for it
and that notice thereof be published in
FPROSE an important industry wanted to come to
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed , proved to he the best medicine l
life BENEFIT
in said District, Northern Division, and have ever taken. It soon gave me a
Maine and applied to Maim*
power c o m p a n 
that ail known creditors and other per
sons. in Interest, may appear at the said splendid appetite and relieved me en
ies and the power companies said. "You'll have to go
tlfne and place, and show cause, if any
omc other state- we haven't the power available."
My rheumatism
they have, why the prayer of said peti tirely of indigestion.
tioner should not be granted.
also
disappeared
and
1
am
now
able
«*•*." ALL OUR
And it Is Further Ordered by the Court,
That
the Clerk
shall s e n d
by to do my housework with the great
CANDY PRICES
mall to all known creditors copies of said
MAINE WOULD LOSE MONEY. WOULDN’T IT?
My nerves are stead/* and
>etitlon and this order, addressed to est ease.
hem at their places of residence as
strong. I sleep well at night a. d ; y
8'. t just Fuat might sumi* day happen unless tlu* instated.
,
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, health is better than in years. I she’ !
\.'-torm Maim* get behind the power companies of Maim*
Judge of the said Court, and the sea)
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi always he grateiul for wha' Tania
with
their
investment money.
*ECT IMPORTING CO.
sion of said District on the 5th day of has done for me."
March A. I>. 1921.
F,th< r Maine will grow, as a result of having developed
“ Benefit Store"
Tanlac is sold in Houlton at M e m 's
<L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk West End Drug Stop*; Bridgewater.
water
power READY or else some other state will grow.
57 Main St., Houlton, Maine
A true copy of petition and order thereon Bridgewater Drug Co.; Dale Held, L. A.
So
asi,
yni;rse]f this question so vital to the future of
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN.
dWUJ I ilB JfDeputy Clerk. Barker Co.
Maine ;
m m^

MOULTON FIREMEN
MAKE MERRY

R icH ardSO n. M ill
& Co.

S P E C I A L S

TEA
COFFEE

301

?

A Question
for Every
Citizen of

REDUCE

s

Maine

-rv

(L

&

"When* shall I invest my money in some remote state,
to build tlmt state, or AT HOME, to build Maine ”

"gi 'gwywTnwBEr

BUICK

3

EmMmefSatfxtiOA
e)

The Buick name is Buick’s best salesman.
And Buick 1921 models have added prestige to that name. The
new models possess the known Buick reliability to meet every
condition of travel. To that reliability there is added comfort
resulting from improved seating arrangement and spring sus
pension and easier control of mechanism. And the new lines
are beautiful.
Each car’s reliability is re-inforced by Authoized Buick Service
Since January first, regular equipment on all

models includes cord tires

FRED E. H ALL CO M PAN Y
HOULTON,

If ;t sound, solid, secure. State of Maine oy_>Cc net hydro
electric security interests you. please send the coupon and
learn mote about Central Maine Power Company 7Cc Pre
ferred Stock. The price is $107.50 a share.

MAINE

W H E N BETTER AUTOM OBILES ARE BUILT BUICK W ILL BUILD THEM

Central Maine Power Company
Augusta, Maine

COUPON
Central Maine Power Company,
Augusta, Maine.
Please send me information about
your security as an investment for
Maine people.
N a m e ...................................................

Add re ss.......................................................
H. T. 3-9-21 Address .......................................

bn* &*«
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1of the visitors had strings of better ed with the pick of Presque Isle’s Houlton’s lead off man in the eve
than 100 in this frame.
pulchritude.
ning bowling contest hhd the night
}
The following from the TIMES files
Fullerton was the victim of a frame
Carter tried to trot a heat or two mare and declared he was a bird.
of 1905 shows the fish that were
up in this string as he would just g e t ; but his wind gave out. As a jazzer, Fortunately he was sharing the same
caught in that spring.
nicely squared away to shoot when a ! Alton makes a fine third selectman.
room as Pa Lunt and B. H. Brown and
Mr. Stephenson of Crescent Park
,, . ,
Mitchell made a few disgruntled he woke them when raising the win
furnishes us with the following infor-1P- l- member would induce a lady to
in remarks, explaining to those present dow, preparatory to his flight over
Subscribers should bear in
Nickerson’s Lake this spring: twenty Bill’s line of vision. This always why the Dux team failed to bring the roofs of the village. Brown ex
for Oakland to visit her mother.
togue; thirty-two pickrel; six strains Bill’s eyes and it ruins his home either the silk shirt, Oleson’s
«roind that all subscriptions are Miss Annie Magill of Presque Isle , five
horted with him, telling him that his
els; four land i0ck salmon;
five
bowling. box of fumigators or the “ never pinions were too much in the pin
payable in advance and the pa SDeut Sunday in town with relatives, trout; four square tails. This is the powers .of. concentration,—on
.
....
. .
...
ouu j
^
___ f biggest catch which has been made
We started the third string with a sharp” pencil. He attributed our de- feather stage of development to be
per will be discontinued at ex spent
Harold F. Cates returned last week there in many years and shows th at; 0ne pjn lead on the total. Moir came feat to the fact that Presque Isle’s
piration. Notice of suoh expira from a trip to Boston and New York. there are plenty of fish "in those through with his third string of over supply of drinking water is limited, capable of sustained flight. But no
fertilizer man will believe another so
tion will be sent eut the First of Mrs. Charlotte Burtt returned last waters.
a hundred, and Hodgins floored 107. j and a person simply has to have so i Lunt had to join in and convince him
week from the Boston and New York '
eaoh month .
But we lost by 16 pins, Harry O’Don- j much liquid of some kind, especially j that his systef of volplaningwas all
WOMAN’S CLUB
nell making a fool of
himself by j on a hot day in March.
I wrong.
______________________ ___ ____ ___
I markets.
j
Fullerton sang pathetically and j Never mind, Jim, you aren’t the
Miss Marion McKenney returned j Henry Harvender of Boston was the
The meeting of the
Houlton shooting 111.
We thought we did pretty well in j Bernard played and dittoed. Then only fertilizer man who has night
Saturday after a months visit with |gue8^ 0f his aunt Mrs. L. S. Black Woman’s Club at Watson Hall. Mon
the fourth game, averaging better! our hosts brought in Dal Luther to mares this
spring,
friends in Portland.
|iast week.
day afternoon was of unusual interest
than 92, but we lost by 31 pins.
j recite “ The Cremation of Dan Me- j
Saturday
morningsawusallsafely
Mrs. Henry Chapman of Bangor i s , Fred A ghean is spending the week
and of great educational value.
This put us 46 pins in arrears and |^ eewe threatened a lynching back in Houlton in a comparative
home on account of the illness of
visiting her mother, Mrs. Geo. B .«
The
program
committee
arranged
then
the
innate
dirt
of
our
adversaries
|
ant*
av°ided
further punishment,
state of sobriety, unanimously agree
Donn on Main street.
|his, children.
It
would
have
been
a
fine
enter
ing that the Mooseleuk boys, “ God
the
afternoon’s
program
and
the
first
came
to
the
surface
and
they
wallopMiss Margaret Hanson returned j Mrg Ja8 c Din of Richmond. Me.
tainment had it not been for the bless ’em,’’ had again beaten us in
Monday from a week-end trip to her, ig Vj8jting at the home of Mrs. Thorn- number was a paper written by Mrs. ed us 72 pins,
The details of the afternoon and fact that every where you looked j bowling and in hospitality, but they
home in St, John, N. B.
Parker Hardison, and read by Mrs.
ton on Elm street.
evening
games are reluctantly given you’d see either Antone Oleson or old j can’t surpass us in heartily wishing
Miss Elisabeth McGary returned
Hon. R. W. Shaw spent the week- Burpee who had heard the paper else
Frank Hayes.
i the time away until the two clubs
last week from a few weeks spent in j end at hi8 offlce jn Houlton, returning where and arranged to have it herewith:
If the Mooseleuks insist on having meet again. It is the very pleasantest
Meduxnekeag Club
Boston and other places.
: to Augusta Monday.
those birds present every time we event of the year for many of us and
brought before the Houlton Club. It
79 84 78 80 83
(’
art
or
Mr*. Albert K. Stetson spent a few | j ohn H. Brooks of the American dealt with th eLegislature of Maine
meet, why can’t their family call for this last visit was far and away the
87 79 86 99 114
days in Woodstock last week the j Agricultural Chemical Co. left Mon- and described that body very careful Bridgham
them and take them home early in best ever.
75 87 90 84
80
McGary
gnest of Mr. and Mrs. Gibson.
day for Bangor on business.
the evening! !
ly in all its details, thus proving very
101 99 81 78 76
Nason
If Presque Isle photographers never
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth McIntosh are ^ The hose wagon made its appear- instructive.
73 88 89 98 77
Hagerman
finish any more portraits until the
receiving • congratulations on
the ance on wheels Monday, during the
The next speaker was Mrs. S. S.
For Real Health and
Dux house committee send them an
birth of a daughter last week.
1daRy exercise of the horses.
Thornton who is always accorded a
2141
434
445
420
425
421
Total
Safety
order for life size portraits of those
Chas. Hv Fogg was in Portland Fri- > Automobiles are running around the hearty welcome by the club members.
Mooseleuk
Club
two
“
wasted
Sunday
mornings"
photoday attending a meeting of the Direc- ^kU8jne88 section of the town during Mrs. Thornton, as a member of our
85 98 110 104 84
481 graphy will not he very popular.
school board, attended the Education Hardy
t o n of the Maine Auto. Ass’n.
! the frozen period of the day.
86 91 81 92 88
Beaulieu
438
After a mighty fine evening of royal
al
meeting
in
Boston
in
January,
and
Regular
meeting
of
N.
E.
O.
I’
,
on
Mrs. Wm. Scribner, Washburn St.,
88 88
92
85
79
432
entertainment
we repaired to the P.
Maekin
is in Bangor visiting ^her daughter, Friday evening, March 11th, at Wood- she told in a delightfully interesting
78 92
81
Waddell
92
83
426
I.
hotel
for
a
few hours rest. And
man Hall. All try and be present.
manner of the important events of
Mrs. Buckley, for a short time.
106
78
92
77
84
437
there,
in
that
quiet
little hostelry in
To disinfect
Gould
Mrs. Violet McNutt, who was that meeting, which was in charge of
Town Meeting will be held on Mon
the
little
village
nestling
in
the
valley
use
day, March 14, at the Auditorium operated on on Monday, is resting as the United State Commission of Edu432 429 456 439 459 2215 of the placid Aroostook river, came
Total
cation, Mr. Claxton.
commencing at 9 o’clock in the morn comfortably as could be expected.
In tile evening the two 1st teams near being enacted a tragedy that Many of the standardized, scientifi
The annual Chapman concert will
r was one of a series of ten groups
ing.
played as follows:
would have bereft a Houlton family cally constructed disinfectants, deMr. and Mrs.
Medley Billings of take plae^'in Houlton on Tuesday eve- being held, this group including tin*
of one of their principal means of est, healthiest atmosphere and surMooseleuk
1st
Team
Fort Kent were in town Saturday on ning, March 15. at the High School New England States and attended by
497 support, the fertilizer industry would fact every one of them is here if it
122 83 93 90 109
all the State Superintendents. Princi Wood
their return home after a trip down 1auditorium.
457 have lost a valuable salesman and has standing with the doctor, if it has
88 98 82 96 93
ajate
Miss Mary Briggs, who for a num- pals of schools and leading educators. Thompson
5(H) the bowling fraternity would have the backing of the government, if it
92 97 98 114 99
Mrs. A. J. Saunders and Mrs. Fred her of years was in the employ of The purpose of the meeting was to find ( lie/nu
504 suffered an irreparable loss. For has been used in hospitals of any
S7 106 1113 109 99
Smith left last week for Orono where Lane & Pearce, has accepted a posi- out what to do to improve the school Hayes
class. You can never go wrong on
86
SS 87 111 89
O’ Donnell
system.
.A e y will visit Mrs. Smith’s daughter tion with Frank P. Berry.
the disinfectants you buy here be
Geo. H. Benn put out some very
Pauline.
Mrs. Thornton expressed herself as
cause
we can advise you as to which
477 471 487 498 486 2419
Mr. and Mrs. John Poltrick, who attractive and appropriate calenders proud of Maine's report as compared Tot al
is adaptable best to your conditions,
Meduxnekeag 1st 'Team
have been located at Beacon Falls Ct. , on Saturday containing a very fine with that of the other states.
which will give you the best results,
110 1U8 101 92 80
Moir
during the past year, have returned likeness o*' President Harding.
which will give your home the cleanThe next speaker was Mrs. Mar
Beatrice Jackson, daughter of Mr.
86 77 89 103 SI
Fullerton
to Houlton.
odorizers, germicides. As a matter of
garet. Dinsmore. who gave a very in
98 1(16 SS 98 86
and
Mrs.
Wesley
Jackson.
West
St.,
Kelso
Mrs. E. E. Milliken and her daugh
roundings. A few of the leading dis
teresting paper on "Jurors and Jurie
NS ll»3 86 86 1i
ter Mrs. Geo. A. Hall Jr. have return is critically ill and her many friends duty," bringing first to the notice of Lunt
infectants are:
91 82 107 88 9o
ed home after a trip to Boston and are hoping for a change for the bet the club members the question which 1Indeins
Kreso, Creolin, Carbonal, Sylphoter.
•other places.
just now is absorbing so much atten
naptiol, Lynol, Plates
Chlonides,
Elmer E. Churchill is now employed
4 i 2 4 <6 471 467 414 2301
Total
Mrs. Ralph Atiber of Claremont, N.
tion as to whether or not women shall
Egyptian deodorizers, Formaldehyde.
H. arrived in town Saturday on ac by G. W. Richards Co., having charge be subject to jury call.
Three prizes bad been offered as
Permanganate of Potash, Sulphur
count of the illness of her mother, of the Basement department, which
follows: F. F. Stevens offered a silk
candles and Formaldelyde burners.
Then
was
discussed
Crand
Jurors
is growing rapidly under his superman rolling the highest
Mrs. H. B. Kelso.
and Traverse Jurors, and the why of shirt to the
There will be no meeting of the W. vision.
and
Ralph K. Wood was
single sirine
Mrs. W. B. Ronan. St. Johnsbury, juries, and the method of (leating Ibe w i n n e r . H 15, Holmes ottered a
C. T. U. this week, but the next
Friday, that jury was very carefully explain solid silver pencil to the man ha\ing
meeting will be held Thursday after Vermont, arrived in town
called here by the illness of her ed.
the hicbe-t n \ e r a i ; e tor five strings.
noon, March 17.
So tin1 uttenioon was a most pmiit- Thj.s was won by J. F Hayes who had
The Dream Theatre orchestra of 4 mother, Mrs. Thomas McIntyre. Frank
uhle one to all who were privi!ge<<| in 1cii 4-5. A n t o n e Olson gave a box of
pieces is furnishing some classy lin St.
Always warm feet with our water
attend.
Mrs Frank Blethen entertained ;i
music at each performance which is
c l e a r s for tin- o n e having tile highest
bottles
number of friends at her home on
An enjoyable musical number was pi n f a l l which w e n t to the Mooseleuk
much enjoyed by the patrons.
Mrs. Parker P. Burleigh entertain Bowdoin street Friday evening at given a vocal solo by Miss Natalie Chib The booby prize was given by
e d on Saturday afternoon in honor of auction bridge. All report a most en Smith aeeompanied by I.ela Kel-i,
\V S Thompson which was awarded
Mrs. Henry Chapman of Bangor and joyable time.
te Mr . Haeermau of the visiting club.
Albert E. Klein returned Tuesdu\|
Mrs. Richard Gardner of Caribou.
Alter• \ve fi;ad called for a recount
BOWLING
Repairs at the Berman Cloak Store from New York where he purchased
found
of I lor Walk i t ' s score■s and
m ! from p
on Main street just completed greatly new equipment for his studio and also
annual
our
tii at we had .-ii st a ined
OW that the Holiday trade is over,
improve the appearance of the store visited his family who are in New even one shirt in Aroostook this year. f rimm iiHi.', we were no ally e11
besides making much more room and York for a time.
/\
and inventory of stock completed, we
The second string was won by the ed at tl !•• club rooms.
Miss Marie Porter enterfhined a
light.
serv■
askin
was
fr
ee tor th*
Dux with five puis to -pare
Three
.la//
have squared away for the year of
Mrs. Richard F. Gardner of Caribou number of her friends at her home
on
High
street
on
Tuesday
evening.
is visiting Mrs. Chas. H. Fogg on
1921 and find that our stock, while
W.-.VW-•■ j w v w
Main street, being joined Saturday by Music, games and a social hour made
somewhat depleted, is still in good
Mr. Gardner, who spent Sunday in the time go by rapidly.
The annual meeting of Monument
shape, with many lines re-marked to
town.
Houlton Grange will hold a regular Lodge No. 96 F. & A. M. will be held
meet th-1 demands of lower prices.
meeting next Saturday. March 12. at this Wednesday evening when the
Prospective gift buyers are invited to
2.30. when the Town Warrant will be election of officers and repen ts of com
taken up and discussed and a large mittees will take place.
inspect our stock.
Miss Margaret
Monoglmn, w h o
attendance is desired.
Also remember that our Repair De
John S. Murray, who was called to recently returned from Boston, will
open
Millinery
Parlors
in
Room
7,
Hartland, N. B. last week on account
partment is qualified to do the most
No. 182— Large, eight room, extra
o f the death of his sister, Mrs. A. F. Mansur Block, where she will be
exacting job. and when promised.
Campbell, has returned home and pleased to meet her many friends.
well finished house. Everything new
Porter, the Photographer, has been
resumed his work.
and up to date.
One of the finest
M. B. Berman left Monday evening busy the past week removinn bis
homes in town and about four or
fdr the ^oston and New York market studio to his new location in the
to purchase new goods. On returning Frisbie block over Richard's store.
five minutes walk from the square
his wife, who has been visiting rela He expects to be ready for business
Two extra lots worth
$
tives in New York, will accompany this week.
The
United
Baptist
Quarterly
m
e
e
t

$5,000.
Price for all
him.
John A. Riley of Presque Isle, who ing for Southern Aroostook will be
has been in New York on a buying held in Houlton Wednesday and
Jeweler and Optomitrist
Our list this season is the largest ever
trip, stopped off at Houlton Thursday Thursday. March 9-lu. with
to see his mother and other relatives, in the First Baptist church. A large
Market Sq.. Houlton
leaving for homo on the evening atendaner is expected.
Miss Louise Taber entertained
a
train.
Monument Lodge F. & A. M. has number of her friends at her borne
been highly honored by having been on Highland Avenue on Tuesday
99
The company were me m
asked to e x e m p li f y the third degree evening.
bers
of
her
school.
A
delightful
at the annual meeting of the Grand
Ifilllili
Lodge in May which will be held in occasion was the report.
Mrs. F. \V. Mitchell, w h o has been
Portland.
Hand & Harrington have recently spending a few weeks with her daugh
• *, *
closed with the following local parties ter Miss Dorothy at Waterville where
for Studebaker cars: P. C. Newbegin she is a student at the Dolby Institute
and J. C. Rose taking 7 passenger and her sister, Mrs. Wal do Sherman
cars, and C. H. McCluskey a 5 pas at Island Falls, returned home Tu es 
day evening.
senger car.
Henry Wilson, who is now employ
Mr. Frank A. Gellerson returned
Saturday for Boston where he and ed with Conant-Patrick Co., Portland,
Not a farm tractor, but without doubt the greatest heavy hauling
Mrs. Gellerson have been for the past Me. in the shipping dept., spent
proposition on the market today.
tw o weeks. Mrs. Gellerson is con several days In town last week, ar- (
i %
,
A most wonderful machine for town work, especially the build
for
vocational
training
valescing from an operation and will ranging
ing and maintenance of Good Roads.
through the Home Service branch of j
return later.

FISHING IN 1905

*

--------------

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

Disinfect

ft

Munro’s W est End
Drug Store

Jackins & Jackin s
Offer for immediate sale

10,000

D . P erry

The Linn Tractor

to be introduced in Aroostook Co.

'!)

i
The Elite Shop in the Dunn Furni the Red Cross.
Mrs. H. J. Donald, who has been j
ture Block where Ladies garments
etc. are on sale, was opened to a in Lowell, Mass., for the past week, !
large number Saturday who enjoyed called there by the serious illness of
looking over the latest things in j her father, returned home Wedneswomen’s apparel.
■day evening, March 2. Friends of
Thos. V. Doherty and Jas. M. Pierce Mrs. Donald are pleased to know that
were in 8ptyh|afl|e|4« Mass, last week j her father is improving,
to attend the funeral of Hon. James | There was a large gathering at the
L. Doherty, which took place on Satur- { Special Conclave held by St. Aldemar
•day. Mrs. Doherty and Mrs. Pierce j Commandery Knights Templar at
were In Springfield at the time of his Masonic Hall on Thursday evening. A
fine six o’clock banquet was served,
•death.
The degree team of Portia Rebekah followed by initiation of a large class
Lodge I. O. O. F%are putting In some of candidates. Refreshments were
strenuous practice work preparatory served at the close of the evening.
to a trip t o MllUnodket, where they Many of the candidates were from the
have been invited to exemplify the up country towns
The remains of T. .B. Bradford were
degree work at a big meeting to be
brought to Golden Ridge this week
held soon.
The regular monthly club supper at from Florida, where he died quite
the Meduxnekeag Club was attended suddenly. Mr. and Mrs. Bradford and
by a large number Thursday evening, daughter Gladys have been spending
March 3rd. During the supper hour the winter in Florida where he pur
music was furnished by an orchestra. chased a farm. There was no warn
Card games and bowling occupied ing of Mr. Bradford being ill and his
the balance of the evening which was sudden death came as a great shock
to bis relatives and friends.
4 *joyed by all.

We guarantee to do the work of ten pair of horses for less than
one half the expense. In other words we can save any town
from $30.00 to $60.00 per day, and we are going to demonstrate
and prove this fact without any expense to the town.

\yv

We are shipping $50,000.00 worth of Road Building equipment
into Aroostook County. The first carload was shipped February
10th.

E N D flowers as her birthday gift

S will surely

— that is one token which she

remember.

appreciate and long

Flowers always

make

friends, they inspire culture, refine
ment and tenderness.
It is always appropriate to “ Say it
with Flowers.”

For birthdays, wed

dings, social events, the sick room,
to brighten the home, you can best

i>>;Un
1>/N
i j
!
ki , *
_ n 1\W
Vjt\
fl

E
■v

s4
'

\

L.
aI?%•: A r, A. *=

This Tractor is a truck and tractor combined has tracklaying
drive members. The front end equals the better class of five
ton trucks, having rubber tires, springs, cab and regular truck
control, four speeds ahead and one reverse.
A cut of this machine will appear in this paper at a later date.
Anyone interested write for catalog.

express your sentiments with flowers.

Chadwick
florist

The

Linn

Manufacturing
M o r r i s, N . Y.

Corp.
j
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PACE SIX

All went well until one of the INCOME TAX FACTS
which many times mar the beauty of
the landscape of the property. While French officers during the afternoon
YOU SHOULD KNOW
the cars are in the basement they will returned to the second floor for a
note
book
he
had
dropped
there.
To
Salaries
paid
to State employees,
have their batteries recharged.
his surprise he found the employees including also employees of a town,
“ Electricity will be used so general- j
Coalless
----------- cities
------- and the furnaceless
.,,
1 1
i of the nlace during the luncheon hour
homes, often epoken of but generally ly then that the cosrw il ‘ e y re ai - j ^
tran8ferred there sixty complete county, or hamlet, are exempt from
taxation. Thousands of persons en
referred to aa a dream of the sclen- portioned on the baait■
• • 1 £ j m o t o r s f r o m the upper rooms,
tlsts, are coming in the very near our watei tax ot toda>. The c tiaigc
j Gen. Nollett, head of the control gaged in business for themselves or
future, according to Dr. Charles P. will probably be so much a plug, as
commission, has reported a case of a as employees in private business
Steinmetz, the world’s famous electri we are now charged so much a faucet.
German
school mistress who loll receive such additional compensation.
Electricity will be so cheap that it
cal wizard.
under
suspicion
by the control ex A storekeeper may lie elected mayor
Cooking and heating by electricity will not pay to have meters installed,
perts. Although she protested that of his town. The amount paid for
readings
taken
and
a
system
of
ac
is nothing new; nor is the electrifying
she did not know an airplane part such service should he entered on his
of railroads, nor the operating of counts kept.
income tax return, hut it is not tax
“ Today water is used universally from a pretzel, forty magnetos were
factory plants by electricity, but the
able.
,
discovered
under
her
kitchen
table.
day is not far distant when this great and no one would think of charging a
State employees, however, must
When
officers
tried
to
open
what
was
service to mankind will be extended, friend or even a stranger for a drink.
supposed to be a child’s bedroom this f consider carefully their income from
says the noted engineer. It all de The same will be true with electrici
patriotic frau dramatically placed her all other source?, if, excluding the
pends on a means for reducing, the ty. When the friend calls with his
amounts paid them by the State, it
costs of electricity to ^revolutionize all electric vehicle, it will be driven into self in front of the door, swearing by
equals or exceeds $1,000 or $2,000, ac
all
Deutschland’s
gods
they
would
1your cellar and the battery will be
our dom estic life.
cording to their marital status, a re
Dr. Steinmetz’s accomplishments recharged while he is making his enter the room only over her dead
turn of income must he filed and the
body.
She
is
still
alive,
however,
but
have been such that anything he pre |call.
the control officers found fifty com- tax paid on net income in excess of
dicts about electricity is well worthy j
Cleanly and Beautiful Cities
o f serious consideration, no matter i All these changes in our domestic plete helices, a score of magnetos and those amounts.
The return must he sworn to before
numerous altitude barometric appli
how bizarre his ideas may seem.
! life will tend to revolutionize the ap ances.
a notary or other person authorized to
W asteful Use of Coal
pearance of our cities. No dirt, dust
Not the least striking feature of administer an oath. The tax may be
“ Consider the enormous loss sus or smoke will be permissible and our
paid in full at the time of filing the
tained every year by not utilizing cities will be more sanitary. The this case arose a few days later when return or in four equal installments,
coal to the greatest possible extent," streets will be beautifuly clean. With the woman demanded damages to the due on or before March 15. June 15,
he said. “ Think of the enormou out fires and with no animals for amount of 200,000 marks for violation September 15. and December 15, 1921.
amount of coal used in the Unite' traction labor, there will be no dust of the privacy of her domicile, hut At least one-fourth of the amount due
States In the course of a year. In 1918 j 0r dirt. The atmosphere will be clear, Gen. Nollet personally interpreted the must accompany the filing of the re
the consumption was 857,000,000 ton s,, something to be appreciated in those treaty’s clauses for the German turn.
which may not mean much to the ! cities today where soft coal is used judges and the case w a s dropped.
Salary exemptions allowed State
average person until Illustrated by a ; and the people often find it impossible
employees do not apply to employees
picturesque comparison by Dr. Stein- j to see the sky because of the smoke
SOMEONE
of the Federal Government .such, for
metz.
and gases in the air.
Did you ever meet someom whose example, as postmasters.
“ Our present methods of utilizing
With clean pure air we will he able very handclasp was a tonic’.’
coal are inefficient. In converting it to make our yards more attractive,
Someone whose cheery morning
into electricity we throw away about cities can improve and beautify their
greeting brightened the whole day?
80 per cent, of the chemical energy parks. Evergreen pine trees can be
Someone to whom you instinctively
as heat. At the same time we burn grown near our homes, adding to the
told
the bright worth-while happen
many millions of tons of coal for |health of the community. These do
ings
in
your life, forgetting all the
heat energy and in this process waste j not grow in the cities today because
the 20 per cent, high potential energy. i of the smoke, dust and gases. Trees shadows?
Someone who made you )Vrl tic
It seems an economical crime to burn ! need fresh air and their needles are
coal for mere heating without first lungs. The evergreen does not slu'd world a better, clraner. happier place
taking out as much high grade energy, ; its needles in the fall as other trees in which to live than ever before ima
mechanical or electrical, as is econ i do their leaves, thus replacing their gined ?
Someone who showed such cordial
omically feasible.
smoke-chocked breathers with new.
e a s y to
“ The coal furnace fire is a source of ‘ It has hut one set of needles and in ity and sincere pleasure in your pres
trouble on cold days.
The heat the city these become so clogged with ence that you must l o v e them then
m y fia ir n o w
energy is hard to control. It takes ■dust and smoke that the tree dies and there'.’
Someone
who
fergot
their
own
;ittime and attention to keep the fires from suffocation.
“Wildroot Liquid Shampoo Is
j fairs in their i n t e r e s t
to hear about
easy and pleasant to use—and it
regulated.
! It is all a pretty picture, this day j
doesn’t make my hair brittle the
i you. your pi.ms. your work, and your
“ But when’ heating is all done elec
;
way ordinary soap does.
trically and I want 70 degrees in my ' when everything will he electrical.* pleasures?
1
But
for
the
fact
that
I)r.
Steinmetz
“My scalp feels better and my
S o n c o ; c who understood your strug
home, I shall set the thermometer at j
hair has stopped coming out.”
! foresees such a condition this thought
70 and the temperature will not rise !
gles and quietly helped you onward
might he dismissed as an over enthus
above that point. This temperature
toward your goal?
will be maintained uniformly regard-, iastic dream. However wonderful as
Hew often have you met someone
have been past achievements, we are
less of the weather outside. This will j
who saw the good in you and told
seem
also hold true on the warm day when |safe in believing they will
you of it ?
insignificant compared with those of
the temperature outside may be 9 0 1
Someono who never noticed your defuture years.
Sold and Guaranteed by
or 100 degrees. The same electrical j
ficiences and always put you at your
O. F. FRENCH & SON
apparatus will cool the air and, what’s j
ease?
The Busy Drug Store
more, it will also keep the humidity GERMAN RUSES
Someone to whom you brought your
normal at all times.
hopes and aspirations confident of a
N A T IO N A L SU R ET Y COMPANY
TO SECRETE AIRPLANE
“ Then, too, there is ventilation,
sympathetic ear?
N EW YORK, N. Y.
which does not exist in the average
EQUIPMENT FAIL Someone whose very presence calm
ASSETS I)E(\ 51. 192<>
$56,105.62
home today. At present we have to
The duplicity the Germans employ ed your jumping nerves, straightened Real Estate
.Mortgage Loans
65,5;)6.00
depend on windows, doorways and in secreting airplane equipment in your bent shoulders, brought out your t’ollafcral Loans
None
electric fans t o '’blow the bad air out, violation of the treaty of Versailles is hidden and forgotten smile.
Stocks and Bonds
17.4fi3.6U6 12
and with it we lose, in winter, most frequently giving rise to amusing in
Someone who willingly gave his ( ’ash in Otfir" and Bank1.434.247 08
2.9 i 7,0 03 57
o f the heat we produced in our cidents, according to reports reaching tinny his knowledge, his experience to Agents' Balances
Bills Receivable
2.209 58
furnaces. When electricity is develop official quarters here. The latest of straightem out your problems?
Interest and Rents
193,873 82
ed we will' have an apparatus for these occurred in one of Hugo
Someone who strengthened your All other Assets
1,120,012 53
Gross Assets
bringing fresh air into the house, Stinnes’s Berlin factories,
where purpose' and ide'als and made you glad
22,203.812 32
Deduct items not admitti ■d 1.042.870 82
destroying the bad air, and recovering interallied control officers agreed to that vein still ha el illusions?
Admitted Assets
$22,217,941 5fi
the heat from the warm exhaust air.
inspect the three lower floors of a
Someone whose clear vision s in g le d
LIABILITIES I)E(’. 31. 1920
six story building in the morning and out the sham and imitation of your life- Net Fnpaid Losses
No More Coal Ranges
$2.828.121 54
Enea rued Premiums
7.0S2.S52 09
“ Cooking by electricity will also be the other three floors after luncheon. and showe'd its worthlessness ?
All other Liabilities
1.097.980 0ft
much more satisfactory. No more
(’ash Capital
5 .0 0 0 , 1 1 0 0 oo
coal ranges and a great deal of our miiiiiiiiimimnnmtiiiitiii'iiiiimimmnimimiinM!'!:!!!!!!!
Surplus over all Liabilities .008.981 21
food can be cooked on the table.
Total Liabilities and
Surplus
$22.21 .941 50
This can also be automatically regu
lated. For example, we want to cook
An Old Family
Don't get a cold or couch t i* will
a cake. W e knew this should be at a
Doctor's Favorite “ hang on all winter." Have hand v
heat of 230 degrees for a period of 45
Prescription
BALLARD'S GOLDEN OIL
minutes, so we set the regulator at
23<M5 minutes and cease to worry.
and use liberally at the first symp
toms. There's nothing better. It pen
At the expiration of 45 minutes the
etrates and heals its own peculiar
heat is automatically turned off.
properties.
The great all 'round
“ Entertainment in our homes will
Household lemedy. Sold evervwhere.
also be improved. There will be no ill H111111MIj 111;1li Ij HU(Ml 11m 111111111J| H11u n 11m 11rh 11mi n mi n MIt r11JMtn 11n n m 111M1111r111111111u 111m III M
need to go to’ some congested, poorly
ventilated hall for a musical concert.
W e just push a plug into a base
receptable, as we do for the vacuum
daaner, or table lamp, and we can
have the concert brought into our
homes. Music will be supplied by a
An excellent opportunity to obtain foundation.
What more need
he
central station and distributed to sub a Class A Superior stallion (Govern said? Since his importation to this
scribers by wire, just as we get our ment Inspection, 1921) is afforded in country, Baron Squire has boon cred
telephone service today. Perhaps this the offer for sale of Baron Squire ited with 10 first premiums, 8 cham
may be by wireless, the home being (Imy) (12522) (15145). Being of good pionships and 3 grand championships
equipped by a radio receiving ap constitution, wonderful conformation, over all draft breeds, at the following
paratus. With this arrangement im excellent quality and exhibiting proud exhibitions and horse shows: Halifax
proved, we may hear grand opera ly action, it is but appropriate that Provincial Exhibition, St. John Pro
stare as they sing in European capi this horse has a wealth of valuable vincial Exhibition, Maritime Horse
tals while sitting in our libraries at ancestry in his make
up.
Baron Show, Amherst., N. S., Houlton Fair,
Squire
is
out
of
Queen
Margaret
of Maine and the Provincial Exhibition,
home.
“W ith the electrical improvements Barcheskie (8695) (14716), hv Baron's Woostock, N. B.
to com e there will be a change in our Pride (3067) (9122). Baron’s Pride
Baron Squire is not only a service
transportation system. There will be and his sire, Sir Everard
(3066) able stallion and a prize winner; he is
more electric automobiles and electric (5355) are stallions whose influence a worker. He can he worked double
bicycles and tricycles will be develop has been of paramount importance in
and is easily managed, possessing an
ed. Because of their simplicity and Clydesdale development. Baron Squi
Those* intorlow price they will be available to re’s dam is by Macgregor (4486) (1487 admirable disposition.
esto
are
advised
to
communicate
(4491)
almost everyone,” predicts Dr. Stein who was sired by Darnley
metz. “ Our cellars will be the place (222), the corner stone of Clydesdale with his owner,
> keep them. We will have drive
R No. 5
ways going under the house. This
ill eliminate the need for garages,
Woodstock, N. B.

JUICE TO BE MADE
SO CHEAP IT WILL BE
FREE AS WATER

The Danger Season is Here

FRIENDLY AND CO-OPERATIVE
The Houlton Trust Company is an
institution where customers come into
friendly contact and co-operation with
our customers.
Consult us freely regarding your
business problems or financial mat
ters.

4% Interest Paid n Savings Accounts

How much Footwear
I s n ’t i t t h e -w e a r i n f o o t w e a r
th a t in t e r e s t s y o u ?
O U know when a rubber looks good and you know when
it fits well. W hat you want to know is, will it fall apart
like many a political argument, or will it stand by you like
an old friend. Y o u can buy W hite Rock Rubbers on the
basis that the name "HOOD* is your guarantee for the*deli very of more than satisfactory service under all conditions.
W hite Rock Rubbers “ w^ar” .
Buy them by name.
oAsk any dealer or write us.

Y

H O O D RUBBER PRO D U CTS C O M PA N Y. INC.
MASSACHUSETTS

WATERTOWN

Show any boy a pair o f
black Red Tread Boots
and you win his heart at
once. They are the boy’s
most popular boot. Ex
tremely practical in con
struction, durable and
economical. T he strip o f
extra quality red rubber
across the ball o f the foot,
where the most wear
comes,serves as a mark
o f identification.
L o o k fo r th e
name -HOOfr-

D o you remember the
old black pure gum boots
which were still

good

after yean and yean o f
k eep in g? 'HOOP R e d
Boots are the only red
boots which will act the
sam e w ay. A n d this
clearly shows the
o f the patented H o od
P r e s s u r e Pro<
R ed Boots wear
long and lock
well.

RED

BOYS RED TREAD BOOT

BOOT

mmm

Chapman Concert

A

Clydesdale Stallion for Sale

L. B. McElhinney,

or R. T. Peabody, Houlton, Maine

k Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
r\

Makes Food
Taste GoodA

Oreates an Appetite
Aids Digestion "
Purifies the Blood
Promotes assimilation so as to se
cure full nutritive value o f food,

and to give strength to the whole
system. A well-known Justice o f
the Peace in Indiana says H ood ’s
Sarsaparilla made “ food taste
good, * as after taking three bot
tles he eats three hearty meals a
day, works hard and sleeps well.
I t will help you to do this. F ifty
yean 9 phenomenal sales prove its
merit.
Prepared
by
educated
pharmadzts. Get a bottle today.

Thursday evening

M arch 15, 1921
Four Superb New
York Artists
Justin Lawrie
The American Tenor

Fernando Guarneri
Great Italian Baritone

Madeleine Sokoloff
Violinist

William R. Chapman
at the Piano
Savings Dept.

Bond Dept.

HOW DID YOU CHOOSE YOUR BANK ?
There are very real reasons why
we can give you Unusually Good
Service. W e invite Correspondence
or a Conference

First National Bank
of Houlton, Maine
Gov't Depository
Founded 1882

Member Federal
Reserve System

Tickets at Popular Prices plus Tax
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t
W ARRANT
To FRANK W. HOGAN, one of the Constables of the Town of
Houlton.
Greeting:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required
to notify and warn the inhabitants of said Town of Houlton.
qualified by law to vote in Town affairs to assemble at the
High School Building, in said Town of Houlton, on Monday, the
14 day of March, 1921, at nine o ’clock in the forenoon, to act up
on .the following Articles to wit:
Art.

1 To choose a Moderator to preside at said meeting.

Art. 2 To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
ensuing year.
Art. 3 To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Select
men to appoint a Road Commissioner in accordance with Section
16 of Chapter 92 of the Public Laws of 1919.
Art. 4 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for General Government as follows: Selectmen and
Assessors, Clerk, Treasurer, Collector’s Com., Auditor, Attorneys
Department Expense.
Art. 5 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for Protection of Persons and Property, as follows: Police
Department, Fire Department, Fire and Building Inspector,
Armory, Cemeteries, Public Park, Insurance and Expense.
Art. 6 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for Health and Sanitation as follows: Board of Health,
Tuberculosis, Public Dump, Iffilk Inspector, Vital Statistics.
Art. 7 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for lights to light the streets of the village, Town Hall,
Bnslne House, Public Park and Town Clock.
Art. 8 T o see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for water, to pay for the rent of Hydrants.
Art. 9 T o see if the Town will vote yes or no on the ques
tion o f appropriating and raising money necessary to entitle the
town to State aid as provided in Section 18, of Chapter 25 of the
Public Laws of 1916.
Art. 10 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for Highways and Bridges as follows: Maintenance, State
Aid, Sidewalks, Drains, Road Com.
Art. 11 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for Charity and Mothers' Aid as follows: Town Farm, Poor
o ff of the Farm, Soldiers Aid, Mothers Aid.
Art. 12 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for Education as follows: Superintendent, Physician,
Truant Officer, Common Schools, Common School Text Books,
Common School Repairs, Common School Equipment, Common
School Incidentals, High School, High School Text Books, High
School Repairs, High School Equipment, High School Inci
dentals, Special Courses, and how the same shall be expended.
Art. 13 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for support of the Cary Free Library.
Art. 14 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for interest.
Art. 15 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise toward payment of Town Debt.
Art. 16 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for the following purposes: Memorial Day, Discounts,
Abatements. Miscellaneous.
Art. 17 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to procure a temporary loan or loans for the purpose
o f paying the debts of the Town.
Art. 18 To see if the Town will elect three Park Commis
sioners according to Statutes.
Art. 19 To see if the Town will vote to place the care and
maintenance of the Town Cemeteries; also the appropriations
and all funds pertaining to said Cemeteries under the manage
ment of the Park Commission.

Art. 31 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to build a sidewalk on any street in the Town where
the property owners on said street pledge and pay to the Town
one half the cost of said sidewalk.

We have heard of a man who never
goes to bed at night with a bill un
paid. Even his newspaper is paid for
in advance. Such a rule might be
difficult and sometimes impossible to
live up to, but at least it is a goal
worth striving for.

sion, its work and worry. We have
earned a right to the stately sur
roundings that suit the dignity of age.
If we do not possess such surround
ings, if the fine mansions, carriages,
service, riches, that are so becoming
in age, are not for us still we may
possess treasurers that no one can
take from us -honor, wisdom, experi
We are prone to think of age as
ence and the grateful love and respect
an unlovely time, an undesirable
of the younger.
thing, but surely there are compen
sations in being seventy years young.
Life has taught us its lessons and we
CHURCH SERVICES
are no longer assailed by doubt and
Free Baptist
uncertainty. Life has brought to us
Rev.
F.
Clark
Hartley, Pastor
no burden that we could not bear, and
Morning
service
at 10.30 A. M.
we can face it serenely and fearlessly.
Sunday
school
at
12.00 M.
We have earned the right by years
Young
People’s
meeting
6.00 P. M.
of labor and conflict, to do just as we
Evening
service
at
7.00
P.
M.
please, and let the world fare on in
Special music by choir.
its folly and strife, its storm and pasChoir practice Monday nights.
Tuesday night church prayer and
jraise Service.

Art. 32 To see what action, if any, the Town will vote to
take with reference to paving the square.
Art. 33 To see what action the Town will vote to take in
regard to the weight of loads on the bridges of the Town.
Art. 34 To see if the Town, for the purpose of paying and
refunding its outstanding indebtedness will vote to issue Bonds
of the Town to an amount not exceeding Seventy-five Thousand
Dollars bearing interest at a rate not exceeding five per cent,
per annum, payable semi-annually and maturing in not more
than twenty years from December 15, 1921, and whether the
Town will authorize the Selectmen to fix the date, amount, form,
denomination, rate of interest and maturity of such Bonds and
in behalf of he Town to execute, issue and negotiate the same.
Art. 35 To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to arrange with the Houlton Band for public concerts to be given
in the Park.
• Art. 36 To see if the Town will vote to elect a Special
“ Municipal Board of Mothers’ Aid” to consist of the Overseers
of the Poor ex-officio, and the Secretary of the Home Service
Section of the Red Cross.

Blfeumatisnf
Left Him As If

Art. 37 To see if the Town will elect a Budget Committee
to recommend to the next Annual Town Meeting the necessary
appropriations for the next ensuing year.

By Magic I

Art. 38 To see if the Town will fix a time when taxes shall
be due and payable; and will vote to make any discount upon
taxes paid at such time or times as it may determine, and if so,
what per cent; also fix a time and rate for interest to be added
upon taxes remaining unpaid.

Had Suffered
O ver 5 0 Y e a rs!

Art. 40 To see if the Town will vote to accept the town
report as published by the Selectmen, March 1st, 1921.
The Selectmen give notice that they will be in session at
the Selectmen’s Office in said town, on the 10th, lltli and 12th
days of March, 1921, at 9 o ’clock in the forenoon for the purpose
of correcting the list of voters.
Given under our hands at Houlton. the 4th day of March, A.
D. 1921.
FRANK A. PEABODY,
HOWARD WEBB,
ALTON E. CARTER.
Selectmen of Houlton.

Sixty doses in a 50 cent bottle,. Ask your dealer, or send
for a free sample to the ” L. F .” Medicine Co.. Portland, Me.

Art. 20 To see if the Town will vote to elect and elect at
least one Fire Ward, who shall be a Fire Inspector under the
provisions of Section 47, Chapter 30 of the Public Laws of 1916.
Art. 21 To see if the Town as owner of nineteen hundred
and ninety-five shares of the Houlton Water Co., will instruct
the Selectmen at any legal meeting of said Houlton Water Co ,
to vote said stock for and in behalf of the town in favor of the
following propositions, to wit:
To elect directors of said Houlton Water Co.
Art. 22 To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
for and in behalf of the town to vote such stock of the Houlton
Sewerage Co., as may be owned and controlled by the town by
virtue of its ownership in said Houlton Water Co., in favor of
the following propositions to wit:
To elect directors of said Houlton Sewerage Company.

Court St.
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
10.30 morning worship with sermon.
12.00 Bible School with classes for
□en and women.
6:00 Senior C. E. Service
7 :00 Song Service followed by ser
mon.
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday
evening at 7:30.
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at
7:30.
All Seats free.

How the
“ Inner
Mysteries”

betterhealth

Your own doctor will tell you that p o o r health often starts
with an upset of stomach an 1 liver. Yon know the prevail
i n g symptoms and the very first thing to do is to relievo the
bowels — not by swallowing a convenient bit of physic but
by taking a thoroughly g o o d and scientifically prepared
blood purifier. The standard remedy for years is that pure
“ L. F. Atwood” Medicine, endorsed by thousands of Maine
people, many of whom you know. It has helped them; it
surely will benefit you.

First Baptist

N ow 8 3 Y ea rs,
Y e t a Big
Surprise
T o JFriendt
Regains
Strength
; G oes O u t
Fishing
Back to
| Business
Laughs a t
“ U RIC
A C ID ”

Art. 39 To see if the Town will vote to ratify the doings
of the Selectmen, whereby they abated the taxes published in
town report, March 1st, 1921.

Church of the Good Shepherd
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
Sunday Services
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
Also on the first Sunday in the
month at 10.30
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.39
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
Sunday School at noon

First Congregational Church
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
R eveals Startling
Morning Worship at 10.30.
Facts O verlooked
Sunday
School at 12 o ’clock with
* By D octors and
classes
for men and women.
Scientists For C enturies
Young People’s Meeting at 6 p. m.
“ I am eiphtT-tkree years old and I doctored Evenning service at 7 o ’clock.
for rheumatism ever (since I came out o f the Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at
army, o\ r fifty years ago," writes J . B. Ashelmau.
7.30.
“ Luce many others, I spent money freely for
so-called ‘ ( tires’ and I have read about T r i e Aci d’ The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even
until I could almost taste it. 1 could not sleep
ings weekly.
i.ights or walls without pain; my hands were so The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday
si re and etilT I could not lioid a pen. But now,
afternoons weekly.
as if by magic, i am again in acthe business and
The
Ladies' Missionary Society meets
eau walk with ease or write all day with comfort.
I riemls are surprised at the diauge. -’
the second Wednnesday of each
month.
HOW IT H A P P E N E D .
Mr. Ashi lmaii is only mm of thousands who suf
fered for years, owing to the general belief in the
Methodist Episcopal
"Id, false tneory that ‘ T r i e Acid’’ causes rheumsCorner
School and Military Streets.
t.-ui. Tins erroneous belief induced him and
Ic. ioum of unfortunate men and women to take
Rev. Thomas Whiteside} Pastor.
wrong treatments. \ oil might just as well attempt
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
to put out a lire with oil as try to get rid of your
iheumatism, neuritis and like complaints by taking 1 12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
ized and Graded Classes for all.
treatments supposed to drive I'rie Acid out of
your bln,,d and body. Many physieiausand scient 2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
Preparatory Members Class.
ists now kn.ov tli.it t rie Acid never did, never can
and ta-u-r will cause rheumatism; that it is a nat- 6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
under the auspices of the Epworth
;.inland in <c.-s..ry corn-1 ituent <>f the Mood ; that it ;i
League.
iu found in every new born babe; and that without |
:
7.00 p. in. Praise and Preaching service
it we coni,i not live .'
with vested chorus choir
These M I’ emeuts m:,y s e m strange fosome folks,
•’•ho nil ;i, u g hint* been led to bem-ve iu the old ) General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
•i i :r: At u ' min.bum It took Mr. Ashelmau fifty
Tuesday evening.
■ e.'ii-Mto li nd out tniu truth, lie learned how to get rid
i ue true ruu-e «•!' lit- rheumatism, other disorders
FIRST CHURCH OF HOULTON
i:;d reco.i-r his «tien_tii f n m i " T h e Inner Mygr i ueV’ u re,n .rkab.e book now being distributed
Unitarian
r.c by an a ::■ i u ty who devoted mer twentv years
I U.e si ,eiit...c etudy of tin.- p.ute ular trouble.
Military Street at Kelleran
NOT.'.: If arty reader of this paper wishes the Preaching
Service regularly every
o> k i eat revea s tlie-e facts regarding the true
. !-*• and . re «.f rheumatism, facts that were overalternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
’ '‘ “ 'l
Tc■ tors and scientists for centuries past,
:- T‘.v *<• n a so-! card or letter to II. P. Clear- Sept. 19, Oct. 3, 17 and 31st.
• r. No.
c Mrect, IlHllowell, Maine, and it Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00
•1
sent by r ■■ urn mail without any charge
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
■'■ •oe-'-ev. ( at o ■ tilts notice lest you f orget: I f
;• «•: ler-r \ -ui-e.f baud this good news to some
114
Court
Street
Tel. 186-W
til.cted lr.cmd.

Art. 23 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
superintending school committee to appoint one or more school
physicians, according to the provisions of Section 40. Chapter
16 of the public laws of 1916.
I, *

Art. 24 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to bring writs of entry for the recovery of and
possession of such parcels of land as have been conveyed to the
town for non-payments of taxes, and the time for redemption
having expired.
Art. 25 To see if the Town will authorize the Town
Treasurer under the direction of the Selectmen, for suc h sums
as the Selectmen shall see fit to accept therefor, to s* ll and
convey all the right, title and interest in and to such parcels
•of land bid in at tax sales as the town acquired under tax deeds.
A lt. 26 T o see if the Town will choose a Trustee of tin•Cary Library to fill out the unexpired term of Thomas 1’.
Putnam, deceased.
Art. 27 To see if the Town will vote to accept the1 list of
Jurors prepared by the Selectmen, Town Treasurer and Town
Clerk.

i
i
I*

Art. 28 To see if the Town will vote to place a value for a
period of five years for purposes of taxation and how much, on
the Snell House property on Market Square.
Art. 29 To see if the Town will vote to purchase a Tractor
lor the use of the Highway Department, and how much money
the Town will vote to raise for said purpose.
Art. 30 To see how much money the Town will vote to
raise for continuing the sidewalk on Main St. East to St. Mary's
Catholic church, maintaining the same grade from Williard
Street to the church.
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found on the table in thou
sands o f hom es as surely
as the day com es ’ro u n d -

Grape=Nuts
w holesom e blend
o f w heat and m alted
barley in w hich is re
tained all the g o o d 
ness o f the grains in
agreeable, easily d i 
gestible fo rm .

>

i

ra n

and the sealed air-tight carton
keeps it “ Good” .
Red Rose T ea comes to you
with all its original rich strength
and rare flavor fully retained.

T w e n ty years have
p roved its sterling
w orth as a builder ci
health a n d v ita lity .

“here's a Reason'for G rape-N uts
Made by P ostum Cereal Co.,Inc.,Battle Creek,Mich.
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as well as GENTLEMEN may secure
the use of a
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S a f e Deposit B o x m

to care for their Valuable Papers, as
well as a room to open their Boxes in>
where they may’ open them as often
as necessary.

Call at the Bank and let us SHOW
YOU

m
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m
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m
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Houlton Trust Co.
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Master Herschel Webb spent the was voted to send the lecturer, Mrs. ; who achieves happiness only after she
in banking
week-end with his sister Mrs. Frank Ada
A d a M.
TVf ff4r»no ( q the r” '*'*v* - —
—— ’ becomes
’--------- a runaway disguised as a boy Equity
Stone to the ninth annual
house
13,500.00
Jordan of Houlton.
conference of lectures
lectures to be held in and has various experiences in the Furniture and fixtures
400.00
I The chidren of the Baptist Sunday Bangor. March 22 and 23rd.
Lawful
reserve
with
big city which culminate in the love
Federal
Reserve
Bank
I school are planning to give an Easter
52,072.06
Class No. 3 of the U. B. S. S. met at of a rich
’ man’s
' true-hearted son.
Cash in vault and net
! concert, Easter Sunday.
the home of their teacher Mrs. E. D!
It
is
a
character
which fits finely amounts due from
Miss Helen McCain was a guest at Coy on Wednesday afternoon and re
national hanks
185,736 68
the birthday party of her cousin Miss organized their class, giving it the the unique personality of the charm Checks on other banks
ing
young
star.
Her
leading
man
is
in
the same city or
Marjorie McCain of New Limerick, name of “ The Class in the Corner.” Raymond McKee.
town as reporting
last Saturday afternoon.
hank
NEW LIMERICK
Lauris Carson was chosen president.
Subscribers should bear in
n».7i.-o.w
Total
of Items 12, 13
Master Clayton Currie of Houlton Arthur Hailing vice president, Julia
14.
15
and
16
196.436.68
mind that all subscriptions are Miss Fay Smith is visiting at the was the week-end guest of his cousin Crouse
Secretary and Verna Adams <’hurt,.*r X.
19
Reserve District No. 1 Redemption fund with
home of C. W. Hatfield.
treasurer. At the close of the after
payable in advance and the pa* Mrs. A. D. Faulkner is very ill with Master Leland Longstaff.
U. S. Treasurer and
R E P O R T OF C O N D IT IO N O F T H E
due from U. S. Treas
Mrs.
Tyman
Webb
spent
a
few
noon a bountiful supper was served.
per will be discontinued at ex measles and pneumonia.
urer
FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK
days
of
last
week
in
Houlton,
the
2,500 00
Miss Vivian Mullen was the week
guest of her mother Mrs. Sarah
Total
piration. Notice of such expira end guest of Miss Josie Smith.
$1,186,810 54
OF HOULTON
OAKFIELD
L IA B IL IT IE S
tion will be sent out the First of 1 Mrs. Olie Pipes, who is nursing in Beatty.
IN T H E S T A T E O F M A IN E
Mrs. Stanley Shields of Linneus is
Burton
Clark
of
the
U.
S.
army,
Capital stock paid In
Houlton, was in town over Sunday.
$ 50,000 00
visiting relatives in town for a few
Surplus fund
100, 000.00
At tbo close of business Feb. 21, 1921.
each month .
Guy and Eva Brown were Sunday stationed at Fort McKinley, is enjoy days.
Undivided
profits
$24,388.34
RKSOUROMS
guests at the home of Elmer Ingra ing a ten day furlough at the home
Less current expenses
Loans
and
r
'~
'>
discounts,
of his grandfather, Rev. H. H. CosMiss Etta Pinkerton and Miss Mar
interest, and taxes
including re
ham.
LETTER B
man.
discounts
paid
3.439.25
ion
Moore were shopping in Houlton
Robert
O.
Lovely
of
Lincoln
is
visit
Miss Lillian Crawford of Houlton
$451,207.40
Overdrafts,
unsecured
The
pupils
of
the
Moose
Brook
$20,949.09
Saturday.
116.14 Amount reserved for
spent the week-end with her father ing his parents Mr. and Mrs. H. A. school are planning an interesting
U.
S.
bonds
deposited
Mrs. R. B. Crandall and Mrs. Henry to secure circulation
all interest accrued
5,000.00
Mrs. T. J. Carpenter spent several Lovely.
Circulating notes
50,000.00
Robert Sutherland of the firm Hoar program ,to be given in the near Adams were visiting friends in Mill- (par value)
days last week with relatives in
outstanding
future.
The
date
will
be
given
later.
U.
S.
Government
se
46,600.00
inocket Wednesday.
and Sutherland, has been in town the
Certified checks outstanding
Houlton.
owned: pled
82.91
Miss Mary Hand, who has been
Mrs. Maud Adams, who has been curities
Individual d e p o s i t s
ged to secure postal
Mr. and Mrs. William Scott and past week on business.
suffering
with
blood
poisoning
in
her
subject
to
check
sick
in
bed
for
several
weeks,
re
savings
deposits
(par
467,576.19
Miss Beatrice Pond spent the week
family o f the Niles Settlement were
Total of demand
right hand, is very much better. She
value)
5,000.00
guests of Mrs. M. G. Carpenter — end in Sherman the guest of Mr. and expects to be able to return to her mains about the same.
deposits
467.576.19
U.
S.
Government
se
Miss Helen White, a student at the
Mrs. Colby Estabrook.
Certificates of deposit
curities owned: pled
Saturday.
Ricker Classical Institute, is home
(other than for money
Mrs. Roderick Reed and small school work in another week.
ged as collateral for
Twin babies, a boy and girl, were
borrowed)
Mr. Hastings McGowan pleasantly
State or other depos
33,500.00
bora to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Slogan daughter Maxine returned to their entertained a few friends at his home sick in bed at this writing.
j
Postals
savings deposits
578.56
bills payable 91,000.00
Miss Mary Callaghan and Miss U. itsS. or
Other
time
deposits
at the Madigan hospital on Friday. home in Houlton Friday.
Government se
462,523.79
Saturday evening. Before leaving the Beulah O’Roak spent the week-end curities
Total
time
deposits
Mrs.
H.
A.
Lovely,
who
has
been
owned
and
March 4th.
guests were served a delicious oyster
subject to Re
unpledged
16,858.60
A number o f people from this suffering with a severe attack of stew. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed with their parents in Houlton and War
serve
496,602.35
Saving Certificates
Sherman.
neuritis,
is
gaining
slowly.
town spent Friday evening with Mr,
and
Thrift
Stamps
the
evening
and
hope
to
spend
many
Miss
Florence
Pond
of
Houlton,
who
The Argonauts report a most en
Total
$U86,810.54
and Mrs. Oscar Stevens at their
more such hours with the genial host. is teaching in the Sherman District,
actually owned
846.00
State of Maine, County of Aroostook, ss.
camp. Refreshments of cake and joyable time at their gathering with
Total
There
will
be
a
spelling
match
at
I, R. F. Ward, Cashier of the above
16.3,704,60
coffee were served during the even Mr. and Mrs. Irving Emerson on Sat the Moose Brook school house Fri was a passenger on Friday night's Securities other than
named bank, do solemnly swear that the
train for Sherman, visiting relatives U. S bonds (not in
urday evening. Miss Marion Lougee
ing.
above statement is true to the best of my
cluding stocks) own
will be the hostess next Saturday eve day evening. March 11. There will over Sunday.
knowledge and belief.
alo he some other interesting features}
ed and unpledged 291,673.66
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Estabrooks are Total
ning.
R. F. WARD, Cashier.
bonds, securi
BRIDGEWAJER
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
Charles Stewart and Leo Spain Admission ten cents. Everyone come spending the week-end with friends in ties, etc., other than
3rd
day
of
March,
1921.
Mrs. Pearl Lewis is il..
U.
S.
were calling on Rupert Lindsay Satur and enjoy the evening with the Masardis. Mr. Estabrook has recent
291.67,3.66
AARON
A.
PUTNAM,
Notary Public
school
children.
The
proceeds
will
Stock
of
Federal
Re
Mrs. Frank Kimball is ill.
ly accepted a position as clerk in the
day evening. They were very pleas-1
Correct—Attest:
The M. E. Aid meet Wednesday p. m antly entertained by Mr. Lindsay with help to buy records for the phono- N. W. Gerrish Jewelery Store and will serve Bank (50 % of
of
subscription)
4,500.00
JAMES C. MADIGAN
with Mrs. Ida Packard.
selections from his new Edison phono-, graph.
take up his new duties on March 8th. Value of banking
THOMAS V. DOHERTY
Mrs. Simon Bernstein, who has been graph.
house, owned and
The Utopia Club met. with Mrs.
C. H. PIERCE
u
n
incumbered
13,500.00
very ill, Is improving.
Mrs. Annie Bradbury, who was call
Directors
Frank Baker on Monday night. The
LITTLETON
Mrs. OertTude Jamison has been ed here some weeks ago by the illness !
program for the evening was essay
su fferin g from blood poisoning in her of her sister Miss Isabel James, went
Town meeting will be held at I he reading and speaking on the life of
finger.
to Bangor Saturday afternoon where >Town Hall, Monday, March 21st.
George Washington.
Delicious re
Mrs. Elliot Barker, who has been she wiii visit her son Gay M. Brad-: Mr. Newell Titcomb spent the week freshments having been prepared for
very lame from rheumatism, is im bury a few weeks before returning end with Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Bliss in the occasion, the sixteen members
proving.
to her home in Wellesley Hills, Mass, j Houlton.
present retired to the spacious dining
Harvey Lunt was in Centerville
Much interest was shown in the | Mrs. Mac Noble and three children room at 11.30 and enjoyed a splendid
N. B. Sunday to visit his family. Mrs old-fashioned spelling match at the are spending a week in Mars Hill lunch.
Lunt la ill with la grippe.
Drew school Friday evening.
Mrs. ' with relatives.
The annual Roll (’all of tin* Baptist
Mrs. M. A. Randall returned Satur H. I. McLeod and Mr. James Monahan ‘
church took place on Thursday night.
Mrs.
George
Jacques
of
Woodstock.
day evening from Boston where she carried off equal honors. Mr. Mona-'
A free supper was enjoyed by a large
attended the millinery openings.
han was one of the most successful I N. B. arrived Tuesday to visit her gathering, after which a service was
son
Allie
Jacques.
Mrs. Clara Lowell and daughter public school teachers of this and
conducted by Rev. Grant from Smyrna
Margaret of Bangor are guests at surrounding towns twenty-five years I Congratulations are extended to Mr. Mills. The question, Is the church an
and
Mrs.
Henry
McLaughlin
on
the
Mrs. Alien Boone’s for a few weeks ago, and was then considered a |
asset to the business men of a com
Mrs. Fred Nickerson’s relatives champion speller and as proved by , birth of a daughter on Tuesday. Mar. munity. was responded to by many
1st.
who have been here several weeks Friday night, his ability along that |
and Mr. Street of Dyer Brook, Mgr. j
from the West, start Monday on their line has not deteriorated.
! The Fred Gray place has been sold for the Great Northern Paper Co., j
to
a
man
from
Houlton
by
the
name
return trip.
of McLeod. The family arrived on delivered a strong argument in the
affirmative.
We are desirous to know who are customers and also
LINNEUS
Friday.
HODGDON
The Aroostook and Penobscot Uni
who are prospective purchasers of Cream Separators.
Joe Green of Haynesville is in
Mr.
Rev. G. L. Pressey has organized a town.
{ on Pomona Grange will meet in Little Shirley Mason the Dainty is Coming
troop of Boy Scouts.
And, in order to find out are going to give a prize to
Watch out for Shirley Mason. The
Mrs. Sam Ruth visited relatives in ton, Wednesday, March 16th, at the
Arthur Cordiner has been sick the Houlton last week.
dainty little Fox star is due at the
i Grange Hall.
three
boys or girls in the grade schools.
peat two weeks with measles.
Mr. Archie London of Houlton was I Mrs. Arthur J. Brown returned Martin Theatre Saturday night in a
Miss Mildred Tidd returned home here
the past week.
I Saturday from Mars Hill where she story entitled “ The Little Wanderer,”
We are offering three prizes for the best letters of
from R. C. I. last week, convalescing
Mrs. Hoyt of Green Road is visit- i had been visiting relatives and written for her by Denison Clift and
not over two hundred words on the subject of Primrose
from an attack of measles.
friends
for
afew
days.
directed by Howard M. Mitchell—
ing her cousin Mrs. Milton Bither. |
The Girls’ Prayer Circle meets
Cream Separators, telling what a cream separator is for
Mrs. Oscar Porter of Grindstone is ; Mrs. Gardner Logan and John whose work in this capacity with Miss
each 8unday evening before the eve visiting her father Mr. L. O. Sawyer. Sheain were called to Presque Isle Mason has already proved so success
and how it should be used. Also pointing out any superior
ning service at the M. E. vestry.
Mrs. B. K. Burleigh visited with Saturday by the illness and death of i ful.
points the Primrose Cream Separator may have over other
Mr. Orrin Taylor and family and friends several days last week in their brother John Sheain.
! “ The Little Wanderer” is the story
makes of cream separators.
Mr. B. Barton of East Hodgdon were Houlton.
Saturday afternoon at 2.30 a’clock ' of a poor girl, the buffet of ill fortune,
guests of friends at the Mills, Tues
the
regular
monthly
conference
meeti
Mrs. Edwin Sawyer and daughter
W’e will have in our store a Primrose Cream Separator
day evening.
Gladys visited relatives in Houlton ing will be held at the U. B. church.
Prof. Patterson of R. C. I. was the last week.
and will be glad to explain all the working parts of it.
A good attendance is desired at this i
week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs. B. C
The Ladles Circle o fthe Baptist 1meeting.
Ingraham recently.
The rules of the contest will be that the contestant
Society met with Mrs. Linnie Gove j Miss Florence Black of North
Large crowds o f men attended the last Thursday.
must give the names of five prospective purchasers of
j Limington. Me. is thg guest of her
Men's Bible Club on Sunday p. m. at
The Ladies Circle of the Baptist grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
cream separators and tell in the letter what kind of a
the M. E. vestry. All are cordially met with Mrs. Claud Ruth last Wed Carmichael and of her uncles, Rob’t.
cream separator their parents are now using and how long
invited to attend.
Waldo
and
Beecher
Carmichael.
nesday afternoon.
8ylvester A1wood. Mahlon Crouse,
it has been in use. The points for grading in the contest
The special services held for the
Mr. William Tyrell is visiting
WEDNESDAY
Leland Murchie, John Murchle and friends and relatives, having spent past three week by the pastor Rev.
will be Penmanship, Spelling, Punctuation and General
Ralph Bickford attended the Y. M. C. the winter in Ashland.
PEARL W H ITE in “Tiger’s Cub”
H. D. Warden, closed Friday night.
Make-up of the letter. The age of the Contestant and
A. Convention at Portland, Me. last
A picture in which sturdy northerners,
A party was held on Saturday night The attendance at all these services
grade in school will be considered in the points allowed.
week and will give a report of their at Byron Bither’s camp, where a fresh was good and the church has been dog tennis and snow-bound trails com
trip next Sunday.
greatly helped.
oyster stew was served.
bine to make a stirring production. The
THE FIRST PRIZE will be $6.00 in Cash.
The next meeting of the Grange will action is of a rapid-fire, melodramatic
Mrs. Henry Adams returned home
be
held
Saturday
evening.
March
19.
MONTICELLO
Sunday from a few days visit with her
nature that affords exciting entertain
THE SECOND PRIZE will be $3.00 in Cash.
daughter Mrs. Byron Stewart in Houl- The lecturer's hour will be devoted ment.
News
. Town Meeting next Monday.
to a discussion of the articles in the
THE TH IR D PRIZE will be $1.00 in Cash.
Miss Sarah Melvin, who is ill with tpn.
Mrs. Ira E. Ruth returned to Houl Town Warrant. All members request
typhoid fever at her home on High
THURSDAY
In addition we will allow a discount of $5.00 on a
ton Sunday after spending the past ed to be present.
St., Is reported much better.
The regular meeting of the Grange S P E C I A L -------A L L S T A R -------- S P E C I A L
10
days
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Geo.
Primrose
Cream Separator to all Contestants whether
There will be a supper served in
was held Saturday evening. There
“GIRL FROM OUTSIDE”
they may win a prize or not.
the dining room at the hall on Town Stewart.
Mrs. Millard Moore and little son ! was an attendance of sixty-one. It
N ev er before has Rex B e a d ) invested
Moating day. There will also be a
a s t o r y w i t h s o m a s t e r l y a bl end of p o w 
Send in your letters by May 24th; Prizes will be award
sale o f aprons at that time and all Eugene of the Foxcroft Road a r e '
e
r
f
u l d r a m a , he a r t t h r o b b i n g p a t h o s , a n d
ladies who can are asked to make an visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. L .;
i r r e s i s t a b l e h u mo r .
S d against a b a c k 
ed May 28th.
J. Bubar.
g r o u n d o f a b l e a k n o r t h e r n c o u n t r y wi t h
apron for this sale.
it' s pr er ni t i v o me n an d c u s t o m s , the p i c 
Quite a number of friends of Mr. j
The Whist party given in the hall
t u r e tel l s the s t o r y of a girl, a frai l,
last Iftiday evening was well attend and Mrs. Herbert Rhoda enjoyed a
p a t h e t i c li ttle f i g u r e .
‘' B R I D E 13 "
B ur
to n H o l m e s T r a v e l o u Q t .
ed, there being about one hundred straw ride to their home in Hodgdon '
last
Thursday
night.
present, 24 tables being filled, It be
Many friends here of Mrs. Horace ,
ing Inauguration evening. The dec
FRID AY
orations were red, white and blue with Kelso of Houlton were sorry to learn
DOROTHY GISH in “ Flying Pat’
many flags. At eleven o’clock re of her illness. She was taken to the
inintr a m n s on mnt
A c'lover i i iiiicdy
freshments were served and after a Aroostook hospital last week suffer S to m a ch - K i d n e y s - H e a r t - L i v e r
kin. 1 That
of U m w holi'Mimi', hi ph
social hour, dancing was enjoyed for ing with acute rheumatism.
e
f
or
f a m i l y p r r *-nt :i if
:t
i
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About 30 couples of R. C I students Keep the vital organs healthy by fieri
wi l l all el l ! " V t 1H
a time with music by Mrs. Fred Mills
Tli<- y i i i n i r d
! ';i ’ ilrc'ii l.-.l lo fl v a.'!'u>
III.'
at the piano and Elbridge Welling and friends spent one night Inst week regularly taking the world's stand  pH : ii r.
T i m 1>i•'I UTa U -m!
A t !; 11I ' l r hut -1 1.1 -1) •
ton tenOr horn. The first prizes were with Mr and Mrs. Harold L o g i e . T h e ard remedy for kidney, iiv_v, ill
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Houlton, Maine
Hall.
won by Lloyd Folsom and Mrs. w . C. party was held in Frenehs
Screen M agazine
bladder
and
uric
acid
troubles—
Music
by
the
R.
C.
I.
orchestra.
McLeod. Mrs. Ronald Lothrop and
W. C. McLeod captured the boobys. Oyster stew was served and a good
SATURDAY
Foster, Sharp, Wellington, Bull and time enjoyed by all.
Foster, Sharp, Welington, Bull and
E L I E E N P E R C Y in
Weed.
LUDLOW
“ Be wa r e of t he B r i d e ”
&
led-- -c.
Ellery Thompson is ill with lie
Tm .ol \ n • ;; !'•- of a i c w capsules;
li'l
!
.i
lu ll;.:
file . I II i : I:-m
11- i- i
measles.
EAST HODGDON
•
of
this
p
c
'I
in
t
ion.
You
will liud
lii'li;
Mr. Lauren Chase is seriously ill The National Remedy of Holland Cot tin;
Mrs. Edna Watson spent last week
i 11\ l a u g h s in this plotuti- T h o s c r i m
at his home.
centuries and endorsed by Queen Wilhel- of 111 • .Ma a 11 ui-radi' ha ] 1 is st a m i l in 11 u j t »■
with Mrs. Alvin Benson.
M U T T and J E F F
a n d i h o r a t c f a s hi o n.
Miss Geraldine Thompson visit ml mina. At all druggists, three sizes.
Miss Lois Tidd is the guest of her Miss Irene Longstaff, Saturday.
T w o Reel E d u c a t i o n a l C o m e d y “ Y O U ' L L
Look
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r
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nem
e
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on
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o f those a n i m a l
mother Mrs. Hattie Egars
Mrs. Robert Stephenson spent Wed
aad accep t no imitation
I'OIIII'dil'N I
Mr. M. Friel of Union Corner was nesday afternoon with Mrs. James
visiting Mr. William Atherton, Sun Longstaff.
day.
Mr, and Mrs Janies Web!) wen
A young son arrived at the borne Sunday guests of their daughter Mrs.
o f Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Benson, Feb Frank Jordan,
24th.
Mr. Benj. Barton was the guest of
Rev. George L. Pressey in Hodgdon
one day last week.
Mrs. Robert Hawkes was the week
Real Economy S a y s----------end guest o f her aunt and uncles, Mr
Money beek without queetioo
if HUNT'S Salve fall* in the
We recognize our responsibility to the automobile
and Mrs. Charles Green.
treatment of ITCH. ECZEMA,
Mr. S31is and Cecil Hawkes were
RIN G W O R M , T E T T E R or
public in Houlton.
other Itching akin dJeeaaea.
the week-end guests of their grand
Try a 75 cent box at our risk.
mother Mrs Herbert Crane.
L. A. Barker & Co., Oakfield, Maine
Our acceptance of this responsibility is manifested
Mrs. Everett London and Mrs
Percy London o f Sherman are the a iiiiiiim m iM iim tm im m m iM t iiH m im m iiiH im itiiiM M iM H iM m iiH iM N ii...... ... ..
first by choosing to handle automobiles of recognized
guests o f relatives here this week.
Suppose that the use of a in the hope of getting lowerstandard
value. Studebaker and Dodge.
Mrs. Clarence Libbey of Houlton
certain new implement next
priced seed.
was the guest of her mother Mrs
season would save you $100,
Edward Henderson last week.
Second, by providing for purchasers of those cars in
Good implements are the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turney of
Houlton
and vicinity complete mechanical facilities,
How much will you lose by
best friends that a farmer
Union Corner were the guests of
can have. They are profitnot buying that implement
Mrs. Thomas Lloyd last Tuesday.
aequate stock of parts, trained mechanics.
Colds
this spring?
m a k e r s— not profit-takers.
Miss Amy Dickinson of Houlton was
the guest o f her sister Mrs. William
Year in and year out, good
We are equipped here to successfullyaccept the re
Colic
f
You will lose One H u n d r e d
Lloyd part of last week.
implements enable you to
sponsibility to give automobile buyers and owners satisfac
Dollars.
Mr. and Mrs. Orin Taylor and
Sprains
make the best of conditions
family were the guests of Rev. and
tion,
and it is only by this means that we expect to develop
Mrs. George L. Pressey in Hodgdon
How much will the imple as they come.
Bruises,
last Tuesday.
and grow.
ment really cost you if you
We have a stock of good
Etc.
I
Mrs. Llewllyn Killgore of Morro
wait until next year to buy
implements
here
for
your
in
and Mrs. A. C. Dickinson of Houlton
Come in or ’phone any time. You are welcome.
it?
spection. If you need any of
For Man
were the guests of Mrs. William
them for use this year, you
Lloyd last Tuesday.
It will really cost you the
or Beast
Miss Leona Cooper has returned to
will lose good, hard money
market
price then plus the
her home in Patten for a few weeks
by waiting until next year to
one hundred dollars lost by
on account of the school having to be
More of
buy.
In many cases you will
closed on account of measles.
not having the implement in
lose more than one hundred
this LiniThere are quite a number of this
use in the coming season.
dollars.
place 111 with the measles, of whom
m
e
n
t
Waiting to buy such an
are Mrs. Weldon Gildard, Mrs. Hattie
Can you afford to wait?
Egars and Miss Blanch Duff of H. H.
implement would be just as
sold than
8.
poor economy as waiting until
Figure it out for yourself
any oth
next year to put out a crop,
—and then come and see us.

SURROUNDING

T O WN S

in Prizes to T h ree
Boys or Girls

| Week of March 7,1921

Tem ple T h eatre

W ATCH
TH E BIG 4

Putnam H ardw are Co.

GOLD MEDAL
|§MM

Our Responsibility
to the Public

y J T C S B

Waiting Means Losing
“ If You Need a New Imple

ment This Year, Buy It”

eep It Handy |
It’s Good fo r !

Studebaker and Dodge

ECZEMA!

M w t f lw o witbout quest)on

W m nm
i« tt*
I B S S S c S f i 1« T T B lP e t
• I b v Mihiflf tfcta tfiMMM.

t r f • M m q I bta a l our fish,

I* A. Barker A Co., Oakfleld,

Hand & Harrington

er kind.

Ask the

W atkins M an
Leo T. Spain

A .

M .

Stackpole,

Jr.

Bridgewater, Maine
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69 Main St.

Phone 5 5 0

